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PREFACE 
The theor\ of Lie groups was developed by the Norwegias 
mathematician. Sophus Lie in the late nineteenth century in connection with hi^  
work on systems of differential equation. His aim was to apply algebraic 
methods to the theory of differentials equations and to geometry. Lie groups 
arise in the study of solutions of differential equations just as finite groups arist 
m the study of algebraic equation Lie groups plays a fiindamental role in man\ 
parts of geometry itself and have contributed significantly to the developmeri: 
of that subject, in applied mathematics, Lie theory remains a powerful tool for 
studying differentia! equation, special functions and perturbation theory. Lu 
theory finds applications not only in elementary particle physics and nuclear 
physics but also m such diverse fields as continum mechanics, solid-stau 
physics, cosmology and control theory. This is a rapidly growing field througi 
which one can bring to bear many powerfiil methods of modem mathematics 
Theory oi special functions plays an important role in mathematica 
physics. these hmctions commonly arise in such areas of application as hea; 
conduction communication system, electro-optics, non-linear ua\ 
propagatior^ 1/lectromagnetic theory, quantum mechanics, approximatior 
theor>. probabilny theory and electro circuit theory, among others. Specia! 
functions are strongly related to the second order ordinary and pania 
differential equalioii 
Group-theoretic method has played an important role in the moderi 
theory of special functions. One of the numerous consequences of group 
theoretic approach lo special fiinctions is that for obtaining generating relations 
and other properties of special functions using the theory of contraction and 
representation of Lie groups. 
The dissertation comprises of five chapters. 
In chapter 1 we have discussed the basic elements of groups 
representation theor\ with definitions and examples of the Lie groups and Lit 
algebras and the theory of special flmctions. 
In cnapter 2 we establish fundamental relationship between special linear 
group Sfj2.C) and modified Laguerre functions also generating relation 
involving modified Laguerre and hypergeometric functions are obtainec 
following ihe approach of Miller. Further we derive certain generating relation; 
of modified Laguerre polynomials using Weisner's group-theoretic method. 
In cdapier 3 we have discussed generating relations fo! 
Schultz-Piszachich polynomials Sn(x) using the representation of a Lie group 
t, Also we use the Weisner's group-theoretic method to obtain generating 
relations for modified Bessel polynomials Y^ "" (x) by giving suitabJ f 
interpretation to the index n. 
In chapter 4 we have discussed Lie theory of Appell function F) with an 
approach which mvolve the mapping of one model of irreducible 
iii 
representations onto another by means of Mellin transformation. This results n 
arrivmg at new model of irreducible representations of s/(2, C) and ^ (0, 1) ii 
terms of difference-differential operators, with the functions Fi playing the roic 
of basis vectors. 
In chapter 5 we have construct new models of irreducible unitan 
representations of a real 3-parameter compact Lie group SU (2) on a finiu 
dimensional Hilbert space involving hypergeometric functions, by ussnf, 
similaritv transformation 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Theory of special functions plays an important role in mathematica: 
physics, 1 hese functions commonly arise in such areas of application as heas 
conductioii communication systems, electro-optics, non-linear wavt 
propagation, electromagnetic theory, quantum mechanics approximation theon 
probabilu} theory and electro circuit theory, among others. Special functions i> 
strongly related lo the second order ordinary and partial differential equation 
Special functions provide a unique tool for developing simplified yc 
realistic models of physical problems, thus allowing for analytic solutions ano 
hence a deeper insight into the problem under study. A vast mathematica 
literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions as constructed m llu 
uorks of fuier. Gauss, i.egendre, Hermite, Riemann, Chebyshev. fiardv 
Watson, kamanujan and other classical authors, for example Erdelyi. MagniiN 
Oberhettuiger and Tricomi [331, [34], Mc Bride [59], Rainville [70], Snvasta\;t 
and Manocha [80]. Szego [82], Titchmarsh [85] and Watson [88], [89]. Brie 
historical synopses can be found in Aksenov [1], Chihara [17], Klein [50j 
l-avrent'ex and Shabat |54J. Miller [64], Whittakar and Watson [95]. 
Group-theoretic method have played an important role in the modem 
theor) of special functions. Tlie first deep work concerning the relationship 
between group representation theory and special functions is due to Cartan [9] 
A more detailed and systematic use, for computational purposes, can be found 
in the wigner's work [97]. [96], whose elementary account is contained in his 
Princeton lecture oi 1955 [96], which directly inspired the Talman [83]. From 
that time, a number of milestone have been laid, the most noticeable of which is 
the viienkm work [86]. Both in Wigner's and Vilenkin's treatment, special 
functions are obtained as matrix elements of operators defining irreducible 
group representaiions. 
The iheoiv of group representations is one of the best examples o 
interaction between physics and the pure mathematics. Weyl and Wigner 
through their research work inl920's gave the direction and rate of developmerr 
of representation theor\. Miller showed that Schrodinger's method c 
factorization to solve time independent Schrodinger equation [72], is equivaleii 
to the representation theory of four Lie algebras [60]. Further examples can b-, 
found in ihe work by Weisner [91], [92], [93] and in a more systemal!. 
presentation in Miller [64j. 
In inis chapter, we consider the basic elements of group representatioi 
theor\ wnn definitions and examples of Lie group and Lie algebras and thr 
theory of special tunctions. However, the definitions and examples treated here 
are only those which are used in our work, thereby lying the ground work for 
treatment of problems in the chapters to follow. 
1.2 LIE GROUP-THEORETIC APPROACH TO SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
"Special functions" are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and 
physically relevant Hinctional equations. In addition to the elemental") 
transcendental tunctions such as e" and sin x, an important role is played in 
mathematical physics by the special functions. The special fimctions ot 
mathematical physics appear most often in solving partial differential equations 
by the method of separation of variables, or in finding eigenflinctions ot 
differential operators in certain curvilinear system of coordinates. 
The special functions are the classes of functions listed in (1) - (4) (otlies 
lenns, such as higher transcendental functions, are sometimes used). 
(1) The gamma function and related functions. 
(2) 1 resenel's integral, the error function, the logarithmic integral and othe 
functions thai can be expressed as indefinite integrals of elementar. 
functions 
(3) ElliptK functions. 
(4) Solutions oi linear ordinary differential equations of the second order 
derived n\ separating certain partial differential equations, e.g., Laplaces 
equation in various curvilinear coordinates. 
Here we discuss class (4); for the other see [33], [34]. Class (4) is 
further divided into the following three types, according to the character oi 
the singular points of the differential equation of which the functions are 
solution^ 
(a) SPECIAL I UNCTIONS OF HYPERGEOMETRIC TYPE: are 
solutions of differential equations with three regular singular points on tlie 
Riemanri sphere. Examples are the hypergeometric function and the 
Legendre function. Any function of this type reduces to a hypergeometric 
functioii through a simple transformation. 
(b) SPECIAL FUNCTIONS OF CONFLUENT TYPE: are solutions o1 
differeniiai equations that are derived from hypergeometric differentiai 
equations b\ the confluence of two regular singular points, that is by making 
one of ihe regular singular points tend to the other one so that the resultmt; 
singularity \s an irregular singular point of class 1. 
(c) SPECIAL FLNCn IONS OF ELLIPSOIDAL TYPE: are solutions o 
difTereniial equations with four or five regular singular points, some oi 
which inav be confluent to become irregular singular points, Examples art 
Lame iiinctions, mathieu functions and spheroidal wave fiinctions, m 
contrast to type (a) and (b), functions of type (c) are difficult to character!/e 
by means of difference-differential equations and have not been lui > 
explored Sometimes the term special fimction in its narrow sense is rioi 
applied to them 
The itieor) of Lie groups was developed by the Norwegian 
mathematician. Sophus Lie in the late nineteenth century in connection with h s 
work on systems of differential equations. Lie groups arise in the stud\ '"t 
solutions oi differential equations just as finite groups arise in the stud) t>i 
algebraic equations- The possibility of solving many differential equatioiis 
which arise iii practical problems can often be traced to some geometrical or 
other synimetf) property of the problem. Lie groups play a fundamental role ti 
many parts of geometry itself and have contributed significantly to it e 
development of that subject. Ihus for many years, Lie theory has been foura 
useful in such areas of pure mathematics as the differential geometn >! 
symmetric spaces Conversely, geometrical methods have played a dominant 
role in the structure theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras. In applied 
mathematics, lie theory remains a powerflil tool for studying differentia! 
equation, special functions, and perturbation theory. Lie theory Isnd^ 
application not only in elementary particle physics and nuclear physics, but also 
in such diverse fields as continum mechanics, solid-state physics, cosmologv 
and control theory 
The theor) of Lie groups is one of the classical well established chapters 
of mathematics This theor\' made its first appearance at the end of the la^ t 
centur> m the works of S Lie, whose aim was to apply algebraic methods to the 
theory of differential equations and to geometry. During the past one hundred 
> ears, the concepts and methods of the theory of Lie groups entered into man v 
areas of mathematics and theoretical physics and become inseparable from 
them. 
Ar analytic group is a topological group which is given a priori as a 
manifold: a Lie group (atleast when it is connected) is a topological group 
which can be endowed with a structure of manifold in such a way that i 
becomes an analytic group. It is shown that if this is possible the manifoid 
structure m question is uniquely determined, so that cormected Lie groups and 
analytic groups are m reality the same things defined in different ways. 
The theorx of Lie groups lies at the junction of the theories ci 
differentiable manifold, topological groups and Lie algebras. In keeping wnii 
current trend.s. when dealing with manifolds (and hence with Lie groups) a 
coordinate tree notation is used, thus removing the necessity for tedioiis 
juggling oi indices and then adding to the clarity and intuitiveness of the theon 
In the case of Lie groups, particular emphasis is placed upon results anc 
technique which educe the interplay between a Lie group and its Lie algebra 
During the past few years, a number of important results have hxi 
obtained in harmonics analysis on compact groups and compact Lie groups b} 
using the structure of these groups. The main theorem for Lie groups is that li ( 
IS a compact connected Lie group, then G is topologically isomorphic to 
(Go xG, x... .xG„) 
K 
where G,, is the identity component of the centre of G, the Gj ( j ==^  1, .... mi an 
all simple, connected, normal Lie subgroup of G, and K is finite subgroup o' 
the centre of the product. As a corollary, a similar structure theorem is gi\er n 
which the G, are also simply connected. This latter results is then generalizecs to 
arbitrar} compact connected groups. 
! he theon, of semi-simple Lie groups, the triumphant accomplishrneir 
ot Lie and killing, of Cartan and Weyl is surely among the most beautifu; o' 
mathematical theories. It is a theory of the most perfect abstract type: settmu 
forth from a broad general definition, the analysis succeeds in enumaratmu ali 
Its instances 1 he objects of the Lie theory therefore constitute the sole possiblf 
groups (*t symmetry of many other algebraic, analytic, geometric and physica; 
theories so that the Lie theory' is not merely elegant, but consequential also 
Applications of the theory of Lie groups; Lie algebras and then 
representations are many and varied. This is a rapidly growing field tlirough 
which ont can bring to bear many powerful methods of modem mathematics. 
Ihe interplay between two branches of mathematics namely liic 
representation theory' of groups and the theory of special functions go back over 
a centurv. and their intimate connection has been obtained since the forties and 
fifties. Pioneenng work was done by Bargmann [6], Gel'fand and Sapiro [381 
and Wigner 197]. Fhey linked the representafions theory of the lorentz group 
and of trie rotation group m three dimensional space to hypergeometnc 
functions and Jacobi polynomials. Since then an enormous amount of work has 
been dont- on this subject, also motivated by physical models. The state of tlu 
art tn the sixties has been given by Talman [83] and in particular by Vilenkiii 
[86) whiif Miller [61] exposed a very different approach. Some other works li 
which newer developments are considered are [5], [31], [35], [43]. [51j, [6-+}, 
[84J. (901 
One of the numerous consequences of group-theoretic approacli (• 
special functions is that for obtaining generating fiinctions and other properties 
of speciH) tunctions using the theory of contraction and representation oi I le 
groups. Several papers recently appeared in which Weisner [91] method for 
obtaining generating function is used. For further example. One may refer to liie 
8 
works of Weisner [92], [93], Miller [61], Chatterjea [10], [11], [12], [13], [141 
Chen and Feng [16], [37], Chiney [18], [19]. Chongdar [20], [21], Chongdai 
and Chatterjea [25], Das [27j. [28], [29], [30], Feng [36], Jain and Agarwai 
[461. Jam [45], Jain and Manocha [47], Manocha [56], Saha and Chatterjea 
[71J. [151 Vishwanathan [87], 
1.3 LOCAI LIE GROUPS AND THEIR LIE ALGEBRAS 
We are familiar with the concept of a (global) Lie groups: A Lie group =s 
both an abstract group and an analytic manifold such that the operations ci 
group muitiplication and the group inversion are analytic with respect to the 
manifold structure (Hamemiesh [42], Helgason [44], Pontrjagin [69], Eisenhart 
[32J), 
Wt shall mainly be concerned with groups which are defined and 
analytic only in some neighbourhood of the group identity element, that is, wiih 
IcKal Lie groups 
Lei C" tx' the space of complex n-tuples g = (gi, g2, ...., gn), where g, : 
C for i . .: n and define the origin e of C" by e = (0, 0, ...., 0) suppose 
V is an open set ui C" containing e. 
LOCAL IJE GROUP 
A complex n-dimensional local Lie group G in the neighbourhood 
V c: C" is deteniiined by a function. 
<(): V X C'^  -> C such that 
(i) <t>(g,i.N C" torallg, h e V. 
(ii I <j) (g - h ) 15 analytic in each of its 2n arguments. 
(iii) I fo lg .hh \ . (|)(h,k)&V.then ())({})(g,h),k), (t)(g,(j)(h,k)). 
(iv) 4) (e. g) g. (p (g, e) ' g ft:)r all g e V. 
Note 
i A local Lie group is not necessarily a group in the usual sense. However, the 
group ixionih are satisfied for elements is a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood ot e. 
2 in particular a neighbourhood of the identity element of a global Lie group 
IS a loca: I le group. 
TANCEM VL( FOR 
i-et ( be a local Lie group and let t -> g(t) = (gi(t), g2(t). .... g„(i)/. 
! € C. be an analytic mapping of a neighbourhood of 0 e C into V such that 
g (0) e. We can consider such a mapping to be a complex analytic curve in G 
passing through c 1 he tangent vector to g(t) at e is the vector 
10 
d 
di ! 
d , d d 
g , W - g2(t l - .—g„(t) 
(if dt dt 
C" (1.3.1) 
Hven vector a e C is the tangent vector at e for some analytic curve. In 
particular the cun e 
(X! ((III. a2t. ...., tXnt). (1.3.2) 
has the tangent \ ecloi 
(I (di. a2, ...., On) a le . (1.3.3) 
if g(li. hit) are analytic curves in G with g(0) = h(0) = e and tangeni 
vectors a, p at e respectively, then the analytic curve g(t) h(t) has tangent vector 
a "* 3 at e. Here the plus sign {+) refers to the usual vector addition in C", and 
the analytic ':ur\e g ' (t) has the tangent vector -a at e. 
coMMi rAiok 
I et gij). h(i) be analytic curves in G with g(0) = h(0) = e and tangeni 
vectors a. j) ai e respectively. We define the commutator or Lie product [a. (5 
oi a and (3 to be the tangent vector at e of the analytic curve. 
K(!j g(x)h(T)g'(T)h~'(T), t = r (1.3.4) 
hus-
|(x= (3! 
i(xO 
(g(x)h(T)g'(t)h'(x); (1.3.5) 
(1.3.6) 
rhe CX)mmutator has the properties; 
(1) [tt. (U lilal 
(li) jau b(i,y| a [a, y] + b[p, y], 
(in) [[aaVl-^l ' llP-yl.aJ + [ [ y , a ] , p ] - 0 
where a. b -: C and ex. i3. y € C 
LIK ALCF BRA 
A compiex abstract Lie algebra r '^is a complex vector space together 
with a muitiplication [a, (5] e r'^  defined for all a, P e r^ such that above 
conditions n). (li) and (iii) are satisfied. 
Furtiier. the Lie algebra L(G) of a local Lie group G is the set of ail 
tangent vectors at e equipped with the operafions of vector addition and Lie 
product. 
ClearK. L(G) is a complex abstract Lie algebra 
ONE-PARAMEIER SUBGROUP 
A one parameter subgroup of a local Lie group G is an analytic curve 
g(t) m G defined in some neighbourhood U of 0 e C such that 
12 
g( t; ) g{t2) - g(ti + t2) : ti, t2, ti+ t, 6 U (1 .3,7) 
For each a e L« G), there is a unique one-parameter subgroup. 
git) exp(at) (1.3.8) 
with tangent vector a. Furthermore, every one-parameter subgroup (1.3.8) is of 
the fonn () 3 71, hi particular, ii L(G) is a Lie algebra of matrices, then 
exp(at)= y^ - ' ' ' ' . (1.3.^) 
.0 j ! 
(t should be noted that one-parameter subgroup is not a subset but a 
mapping. 
LOCAL LIE r RANSFORMA HON GROUP 
Let i! bt an n-dimensional Local Lie group and U an open set in V" 
Suppose there is given a mapping F: U x G -> C™ and write F(x, g) = xg eC" 
tor X fc U. t; e ij 
(i acts on the manifold U as a local Lie transformation group if the 
mapping F satisfies the conditions: 
(!) xg IS analytic in the coordinates of x and g; 
(li) xe x: 
(iii) If xg e U then (xg)g' - x (g, g'), g, g' € G. Here e is the identity element 
of (j and X e U is designated by its coordinates x = (xi, X2, ...., Xm) 
13 
K W M P I b 
We ist some examples of Lie groups and Lie algebras 
EXAMPLt, ( l . i . i ) The 2 x 2 complex general linear group GL (2. C 
(sometimes denoted by G (0,1)) is the set of all 2 x 2 non singular matrices 
a b ; 
c d 
I, a, b, c, d e C and ad - be ^ 0 (1.3.10) 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. Clearly, the identity elemt-ri! 
of Gl. (2, C) is the matrix. 
, \ 0 
\ 0 \ , 
In a neighbourhood of e in GL (2, C), we can introduce coordinates tor 
the group eicment g by setting. 
g (gl- g2- g3, gl) = (a - 1, b, c, d - 1) (1.3-
with this coordinate system, it is easy to verify that GL(2, C) is a four-
dimensionai complex local Lie group. GL (2, C) is also a global Lie group. 
The i.ie algebra LtGL (2, C)] = gl (2, C) is the space of all complex 2 x 
2 matrices with the Lie product defined by 
icx , \\\ a^ - Pa (1.3.12) 
In particular, g/ (2. C) is a Lie algebra of dimension four. Tlie elements 
0 il 
0 0 ' 
1 0 0 / . , s = vO l y 
(1.3.13) 
14 
Obeying the communication relations. 
h JI -J - [j'j"]=H", [j^r]=j' 
|E.j') M e o T ^ l e J l = 9 (1.3.14) 
where 0 is the 2 x 2 matnx all of whose components are zero, form a basis fen 
g/(2, C) in the sense that every a e g/ (2, C) can be written uniquely in tht 
ionii 
o aj ^ a^ i + a-j' '^ a4e, ai, a2, a^ , 34 e C (1.3,1 5) 
EXAMPl.Kf 1.3.2 i 
The 2 X 2 complex special linear group SL(2, C) is the abstract matrix 
group of all 2 > 2 non-singular matrices. 
:' a b • 
'" I c d j . a, b, c d e C (1.3.16) 
such that (let u 1. Clearly, SL(2, C) is a subgroup of GL(2, C). We car 
introduce coordinates for a group element g in a neighbourhood of the identit) e 
of SL(2. C) by setting. 
g (gi ,g2,g3)-(a-l ,b,c) . (1.3.!7) 
Here, d In terms of these coordinates, SL(2, C) is a three-dimensional 
local Lie group U is also a global Lie group. 
The Lie algebra L[SL(2, C)] = s/ (2, C) is the space of complex 2 x 2 
matrices of trace zero with the Lie product [a, p] defined by (1.3.12) 
In particuiar. s/(2, C) is a Lie algebra of dimension three. The elements 
i) 1 
i> 0 
0 0^ 
J " 0 y^  
Obeying the commutation relations 
J •! J J J " - J ' , [J J l = 2j •3 
form a basis for s/(2_ C). 
EXAMPLE 0.3.3) 
(1.3.i8i 
(1.3. i9i 
Ihe abstract group G(0, 1) consist of all 4 x 4 matrices of the form 
! ce' a I 
!) e' b 0 
0 0 i 0 
0 0 0 ! 
a, b. c. X G C (1.3.20) 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. It is easy to verity that 
(j(0, 11 IS mi act a group indeed. 
! t a . be - T 
0 e .1 '• k 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 f; 1 
G(0, 1) (1.3.21 
0 
0 
0 
)b''"' a, +a., +c,b2e^' t, +x. 
b, fe^'b^ 0 
0 
eG(0,l) (1.3.225 
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where gi, and g? are matrices of the form (1.3.20). We can introduce 
coordmates for the element g in G(0, 1) by setting. 
g =^  (a, b, c. T) (1.3.23) 
Thus. G(0, I) is a complex four-dimensional Lie group. In this case, the 
above coordmates are valid over the entire group and not just in <; 
neighbourhood ot the identity. The group G(0, 1) is said to be ssmpi} 
;onnected. 
The 1 ie algebra i.|G(0.1)] can be identified with the space of 4 x 
matrices o1 the ionn 
: 0 X - • V , X . 
; 0 X, 
•^ , 0 
': 0 0 0 0 
0 {) 0 0 
X , , X 2 , X 3 , X ^ G C (1.3.24) 
with Lie product \u. p] a|3 - pot, a, p e L[G(0, 1)] 
The matrices 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
i) 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 I 0 0 
() 0 0 0 1 
(f 0 (J 0 i 
e = 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
(1.3.25) 
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with commutatioi! relations 
iB.j j M^.y]-e. (1.3.2{>) 
where 0 is tne 4 x 4 zero matrix, form a basis for L[G(0, 1)]. 
EXAfVlPLI (1.3.4) 
The iiiainx group f; is the set of all 4 x 4 matrices. 
0 
0 
0 X 
0 c 
e' b 
0 1 
b, C , X G C (1.32-
he inverse o! IS ui\en b^ 
! 0 0 
(! C ' 0 
{i I] C ' 
(i !) 0 
T 
r 
e c 
e ^b 
1 
(1.3.28) 
and the prod net L!;U by 
I 0 
0 e •'' 
0 0 
0 0 
c, + e '^Cj 
b, + e ' ' b . 
(!.3,2'>) 
where gi and u: are matrices of the form (1.3.27). We can establish a coordinate 
system for 7 , b\ assigning to g e T3 the coordinates. 
b. C. X) (1.3.30) 
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f 3 )s clearly a three-dimensional complex local Lie group. Moreover, the 
above coordinates can be extended over all of C . Thus T3 has the topology ot 
C* and is simpliry connected. 
[he t.ie algebra 3^ ^^  L(T3) can be identified with the space of matric es 
of the iorm. 
ii 
(; 
0 
0 
0 
- X -
0 
0 
0 X, 
0 x , 
X , X , 
0 0 
x , . X 2 , X 3 e C (1.3.3 
where the I se product is [a. p] a^ - (ia, a, P e 33. A basis for 33 is provided 
bv the matrices. 
io 0 0 () 
jo 0 (i 0 
{) 0 0 i - i -•" 
\0 0 {) (J 
0 0 0 0~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 , f = 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 ~1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
(1.3.33) 
with commutation relations 
! j ' ^ is\n-~r Ai\n=Q- (1.3.331 
1.4 REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
Ihe primary tools needed to deduce our results are multiplier 
representation ot local Lie groups and representations of Lie algebras by 
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generalized lie derivatives. Special functions occur as matrix elements and 
basis vectors corresponding to multiplier representations of local Lie groups. 
LOCAL MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATION 
Let vj be a local Lie transformation group acting on an open 
neighbourhood Li of C™. 0 e li and let cl be the set of all complex valued 
functions on I analytic in a neighbourhood of 0. A (local) multiplier 
representation 1 of G on cl with multiplier v, consists of a mapping T^  (g) oi 
ci onto cl defined for ge G, f e cl by [T''(g)f!(x) = v(x g) f(xg), x e U. where v 
(X, g) is a complex valued function analytic in x and g, such that 
(!) v(x. i'j L all X e U. 
i'li) v(x., gig;,! v(x, gi)v(xg,.g2), gi, g2, gig2 e G. 
Property (iins equivalent to the relation 
T (g,g,)fj(x)=^ [ T ^ (g,)(r(g2)f)] (X). 
GENERALIZED LIE DERIVATIVE 
The generalized Lie derivative D^f of an analytic function f(x) under the 
one-parameier group exp(at) is the analytic function. 
d |- , 
l)„t(x)- - |;r"(expat)fj(x) 
dt 
(1.4.1) 
For V 1, the generalized Lie derivative becomes the ordinary Lie 
derivative f he generalized Lie derivative of a local Lie transformation group 
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foirn a Lie algebra under the operations of addition of derivatives and I ie 
product. 
il)„„l)B]= D„Dp-D,Ax. 
This algebra is a homomorphic image of L(G): 
D, B ^a' C>p, D|„. p, = [D„, Dp], Daa = aD„. 
THEOREM (1.4.1) 
Let 
D,(x) ^ X p„ ( x ) — +R (x\ j = 1, 2, n 
be a set ot ri insearly independent differential operators defined and analytic in 
an open set I V'\ If there exist constants C'^  such that 
jlV[A|-I},Dk -l>kDj = 2 c ; D , , l<j, k < n , 
then the complex hnear combinations of the Dj form a Lie algebra which is the 
algebra of generalized Lie derivatives of an effective local multiplier 
representation 1" The action of the group is obtained by integration ot' the 
equations 
d 
-^^ - i t ) -Z« .P . (4 ) i x,(o)=x-; i = l , 2 , . . . , m , 
dt 
v(." exp(at))-v(x'\exp(at))XajP,(x(tft v(x^ e)= 1, (1.4.2) 
dt )--! 
where x(t) x'exp(at), a e L(G). 
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REPRESENlATION OF LIE ALGEBRA 
Let \ be a vector space over the field F. (F is either the real numbers, R 
or the complex numbers C) Let ^ be a Lie algebra over F and denote by i '^lv), 
the space ot all linear operators on V. 
A representation of '^f/ QX\ V is a homomorphism 
p: 1^  > ^^  (Vs . that is. p satisfied the conditions: 
(!) p(tt e j{\l\ for all a e i!^  
(11) p( io45h |p(«)-p(P)]-
(iii) p(ao -bpt ap(a) r bp((3), a, b e F, a, P e ^ 
A subspace W ot V is said to be invariant under p it p(a) weW For all 
a e C^ ; w t W A representation p of e^ on V is reducible if there is a proper 
subspace W or V which is invanant under p, and p is irreducible if there is no 
proper subspace W of V which is invariants under p. 
REPRESEN IATIONS OF THE LIE ALGEBRA ^(a , b) 
Fhe Lie algebra r^ (a,b) is a 4-dimensional complex Lie algebra 
generated by the basis elements j ' , j , j ^ , e satisfying 
i ! I 1 2a-j' " b s, [ j \ j ' l = j ' , [ j \ Y\ = ~]\ 
U e| [ J \ ^ ) - I j ^ £ ] = e, (1.4.3) 
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where B is the additive identity element. In particular, we have the following 
isomorphisms 
i$(i, 0) s s/(2) + (e), ^ ( 0 , \)~L[ ^ ( 0 , 1)], 
i^{(). 0isL(T3)+(8) (1.4.4) 
Where (E) IS the 1 dimensional Lie algebra generated by s. 
We aiso note that ([61]; p. 37(Lemma 2.1)) 
.^ut , bi 
^,$^(1.0)ifa^0, 
^ ^ ( 0 . I)ifa = 0,b9t0, (1-4.5) 
I i$^(0. 0 ) i fa = b = 0. 
Now., lei j.) be a representation of ^^(a, b) on the complex vector space V 
and set 
J .)()•). J - p ( j ) . j ' = p ( f ) , E = p(£) (1.4.6) 
Then, p being the Lie algebra representation, the operators J \ J', J , E 
obey the same relations as (1.4.3). 
iJefine ihe spectrum S of J to be the set of eigen values of J The 
multiplicity of the eigen value X e S is the dimension of the eigen space V'', 
V' • {V e V ; J \ '- Xv}. 
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We shall analyse the irreducible representation of ^(a , b) and for each 
such reprtsentation, we find a basis of v consisting of eigen vectors of JI that 
IS, we shasl ciassity all representations p of ^(a, b) satisfying the conditions: 
(i) p 1; irreducible 
(ii) Each eigen value of J' has multiplicity equal to one. There is a countable 
•7 
basis for V consisting of eigen vectors of J . (1-4.7) 
fhc basic justification for the above requirements is that they quicklv 
lead lo couneciions between <'$^  (a, b) and certain special functions. 
Here, our object is to test all the possibilities of p. The following remarks 
will be heipiu! tor this purpose; 
(A) Defint: the operators Ca,h on V by 
« ,, t, - J'J t a-J^j' - a ' j ^ - bJ^ E. (1.4.8) 
It is easy to check that C'a i, commutes with every operator p(a), a e ^ (a , b) 
Thus, 
|c:, , , .r] . | c , „ j ] = [ C 3 „ J ' ] = | C , , , E ] = O (1.4.9) 
and that ( ^ ^ AJ where I is the identity operator and A, is a constant dependinii 
on p 
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(B) Ihe spev:trurn S is connected subset of C. 
(C ) Ihe representation p of f^(a, b) is uniquely determined by the constant >.. 
'*/ and ine spectrum S of J\ 
THKX)RErV1( 1.4.2) 
t-ver\ representation of iO^ (0, 0) which satisfies (1.4.7) and for which 
J i A 0 on V IS isomorphic to a representation 0^(a», mo) defined for i^, coo t C 
such tliai () ? ( and 0 s Rem,) < 1. S = {mo+n : n an integer}. For each 
representation Q* (co. nio) there is a basis for V consisting of vectors fm. m e S 
such thai 
» Jn f l i t ; , , Efm = n f n , , 
J 1,,, (!>im(| . -1 Im '"' tf)fm-N 
r , , i,. (yy)i',„co\. (1.4.10) 
THEOREIVli 1.4.3) 
tven representation of 1^(0, 1) satisfying (1.4.7) and for E ?t 0 is 
isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
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(i) Ihe representations R(co, nio, |i) defined for all co, mo, T^e C such tliai 
fi ^ i), 0 < Renio < L and co + mo is not an integer. S = {mo+n : n an 
integer'. 
(ii) The representations t „ ^ defined for all co, |ie C such that |j. --^- 0 
S \ ij) * a ; n a non negative integer}. 
For each of the cases (i) and (ii), there is basis of V consisting of vectors 
t„, defined tor each m e S such that 
"•' O.i f,, - J'f„. = {]']- - Ej')f^ = ncof^ . (1.4.1 
(iii) fhe representation i,^ ^ defined for all co, p. e C such that \i vt 0 
S ; (!) i - n : n a non negative integers}. 
For each of the representations, there is a basis of V consisting of vectors 
f,,, defined for each m e S such that 
J't„: rni,„. Ft;,, --j_ii;„ 
J t ; , ~(m+o)+i)fn,.,, 
( . t„, ( j ' j - Ej^) f;„--)ioof;„. (1.4.12) 
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THEOREM (1.4.4) 
Ever) representation p of i^ (1, 0) satisfying condition (1.4.7) is 
isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representations D^ (u, nio) defined for all complex fi, u, mo such that 
mo+Li. uio u are not integers and 0 < Remo < 1. S {mo+n : n an integer} 
)' (a. m,,) and D^(-u-l, mo) are isomorphic . 
(ii) The representations t " . |.L U e C, where 2u is not a non negative 
integer S ; utn ; n a non negative integer}. 
(iii) The representations D '^{2u) where 2 u is a non negative integer. 
S "' (u. u ' i -u-^-1, -u}. 
For each ot the following representations, there is a basis of V consisting 
of vectors t„„ defined for each m e S such that. 
i'tm mtn, j't;, -(ni-u)fro+,, 
J tin (m t u) i;„.,, Ef;„ = |ii;„ 
(' .. t„, (J'J - .rj--j^ f;„ = u(u + i)f;„. (i.4.i3) 
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Since ^ {\. D. ; s/(2, C) © (e) and P(E) = E is a multiple of the identii} 
operator tor every irreducible representation p of ^^(1, 0) listed in Theorem 
above, the uon trivial part of the representation theory of ^^(1, 0) is concerned 
sole!} with ilie action of p of s/ (2, C) setting E = (i = 0 without loss ot 
generality tor special function theory. The representation D (u, mo), D(u mo) ot 
SL(2. C). ! he action of D(u mo) is given by 
J i„ mf„i. J'f„-(m-u)fmn-
(m'u)f m-'\. 
i ;.ot,n (J'J *'JT^-J^)f;^ = u(u+1)L. (1.4.14) 
1.5 HYPLRCEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS AND THEIR SPECIAL CASES 
The h) pergeometric series iF\ (ot, P; y; x) is defined by 
x^{a)o (P) x" io. P : y ; X) - J^^-'-f^ , ix| < 1 (1.5.1) 
" 0 ( Y ) „ n ! 
Where ex, (K Y are complex numbers and y is not a negative integer. 
rhe Pochhammer symbols (a)n, where a denotes any number, real or 
complex and n any integer positive, negative or zero, is defined by 
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i n , if n = 0 r\ ^1 
ja^^a + U . . . ( a + n - I j , i f n > l , 
and 
( 1)" 
\a f for n < 0 (1.5.3 
0- a) 
In particular. (l)n = n!. Hence the symbol (a)n is also referred to as the 
factorial function 
In terms of (lamma functions, we have 
;(i)„ ^ -^^ . a ; t O , - I , - 2 , (1.5,4) 
r ( a ) 
where for Rez 0, the function r(z) is defined in terms of the integral 
i f / ) f fc^ ' ' ' 'dt 
furthermore, the binomial coefficient may be expressed as 
j ^ 5 a(a l^...(a-~n + l) (- l)°(-a)„ 
" '' n! n! 
(1.5.5: 
equation 11 5 4) also yields 
fa)n,,n (ct)m (a+m)i, (1.5.61 
also. 
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( l a n), 
0 < k < n (1.5.7) 
for (X ^ 1 
in k t 
( 0" n! 
(-4 , 0 < k < n (1.5.8) 
which mav t)e written in the fonn 
nL 
( ifn! 
, 0 < k < n 
(n l ) ! 
0 , k > n 
(1.5.9) 
•A'] (a. p ; y ; x) is a solution, regular at x = 0, of the hypergeometric differential 
equation 
, ) 1 : ' ^ , [ Y . ( a + p + i ) x ] — - a p u = 0 
dx dx 
(1.5.10) 
where (x, [i and y are independent of x. This is a homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the second order and has atmost three singularities 0, oo and 1 which 
are all regular |48j. 
G E N E R A U Z E D HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
We clefine a generalized hypergeometric function by 
p 
.1 .a , a 
t • . ' X 
W-ih -P. 
^ n ( a , ) „ X" 
Y^^ (1.5.11) 
where (a,)„ is pochhammer symbol given by 
r(a, in) 
l a ; - • 
fla.) 
and p and q are positive integers or zero. The numerator parameters ai, a^ 
(Xp and the dtnionnnator parameters Pi, ^2 Pq take on complex \aJue-, 
provided that \'>, f 0, 1, 2. .... j 1, 2, ...., q. 
An application of the elementary ratio test to the power series on the 
right in ( IS 1 i) shows at once that: 
(1) if p q , the series converges for all finite x. 
(li) If p q • K the senes converges for |x| < 1 and diverges for |x| > 1. 
(lii) if p q • !. the series diverges for x ;t 0, If the series terminates, there ts 
no question of convergence, and the conclusions (ii) and (iii) do not 
apph 
(IV) if p u i, the series in (1.5.11) is absolutely convergent on the circle 
- I 1 
Re X^^ Yu^- >^ 
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CONFLUENT HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Since, the gauss function ]Fi (a, p ; y ; x) is a solution of the differential 
equation (1 > 10). replacing x by — in (1.5.10) we have 
P 
d u 
:^  ! dx^  
f j Y 
' 1 + a^ 
1+ au =0 (1.5.12) 
obviously. .Fi (a p . y; x-'P) is a solution of (1.5.12). As p -> co 
Hm >., i a.p:y : 
P 
|F, (a;Y;x) (1.5.1: 
IS a solutioii oi ditferentia! equation 
i Ll 
d.x 
du 
(y .X ) au := 0 
dx 
(1.5.14; 
he functiOi 
\ l a .Y;x) . :2 . -7 . (1.5.15) 
is called the contluent hypergeometric flinction or Kummer's function given by 
Kuinmer [5 ij 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCHONS OF TTWO VARIABLES, APPELL 
FUNCTIONS 
Appell i4| has defined the following four double series of second order. 
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f la.r),c,cl;x.yj:- ^^ -^-^ (1.5.16) 
m,n 0 ( d ) 
m!n I n l 
K|a,h.c;d,e;x.y] ^ (1..5.17) 
'""" (dL(eI m!n! 
, , , ^ ( a l R ( 4 ( d ) „ x " y " 
!• a.n.c.d;e:x.v > (1.5.18) 
n,n 0 (e) m!n! 
\ /m t n 
^, (al.n(bl.„x-y" 
(4(dl m!n! laj->:...d;x.y]: ^ " TT^-T-^ (1.5.19) 
(ONFLIJEM HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF lAVO 
VARIABLES 
Seven confluent forms of the four Appell functions were defined bv 
Humbert anci lie denoted these confluent hypergeometric functions of two 
variables by o,, 0 . (|),, H;,, \\J2. H , , H2. 
( « L „ ( P L x-y" (|)ii(... [5 . y ; \ . y | - 2 ] 
il nl rn n 0 ( v ) m ! H! 
X < I . :y!< « ; (1.5.20) 
- " « (y)m.n m! n! 
x: < /. . | y ! < « , (1.5.21) 
(P) X y (1). ii^. y : X, yl ' Z 
(y) 
\ i / m tn 
m! n! 
X: •: y . iVJ -' (X) ; ( 1 . 5 . 2 1 
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la. i\ , y ; y : x, y j = 2^ , - , . 
"•-0 (Y)„, (y'Jn m! "! 
ix:< 1 ,iyi<^:o; (1.5.23) 
m I 
X y 
i/- h X. y., y' ; x, yj - J ] ( a U ••"• ••" 
•"o(y)m(Y')n m! n! 
xi < oo , lyl < 00 ; (1.5.24) 
( a ) . ( a ' ) „ ( P L x » y " (t.cx, (3;y;x, y] - ^ 
il nl 
I a. 3 :y ; X, yj - J^ 
(?)„,.„ m! n! 
y | < M (1.5.25) 
m . , n 
-0 ( y ) , m! n! 
\ J / m f n 
Xi '. 1 , lyi <oo (1.5.26) 
HYPERGEOIVIETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
LAURICELI.A FUNCTIONS O F n VAMABLES 
The L.auncella functions are n variable generalizations of the 
hypergeometnc series 2F1 [70], [7j. They fall into four classes: 
F^''|a,[i .......p„ ,y,,.:..,y„ ; x , , . . . . , x j 
^ « . .™>iL (PnLx^'....x:» 
jx,i-r .,,, t |x„!< 1 , (1.5.27) 
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F*"'|a,,..,a„;p,....p„ ;Y; X, , . . . . ,XJ 
0 m . - O 
. S . - i l 
max *ix,! , .... , |xn|} < 1. (1.5.281 
'|a,(],y,,....,y„ ;x,, . . . . ,xj 
I • • • I 
- • '"»*' (Y,L, •••• (y„)„„"i'--m'. 
1 
: X H : ^. . . . jxjl < 1 , (1.5.291 
f,fia,p,. .....p„;y;x,,....,xj 
I m I 
maxdxii, ,. . , ix„!}<l. (1.5.30) 
SOME SPECIAL CASES OF HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
ITie most important special functions are the hypergeometric functions. 
Indeed, all the other special functions and many elementary functions, are just 
special cases of the hypergeometric functions. 
In this Section, we show the intimate relationships which exist between 
the hypergeometric functions and other special functions (we consider only 
those special functions which will be used in our work). 
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A. (i-zr= X (a). = 2F, [a, b; b; z] = ,Fo[a;-;z] |z|< I. (1.5.31) 
n=o ni 
00 ^ n 
B. e^= X — = iFi [ a; a; z] = QFO [-; - ; z], (1.5.32) 
0=0 n ! 
where e^  is the well known exponential function 
C. BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
Bessel function, Jn(x) may be defined by means of the generating 
relation, for integral n only. If t ^ 0, then for all finite x. 
exp t - -
V ty 
= Zj.(x)f 
Also, 
i-^f 
Jn(x) = X 
r^Y^^^ 
Kh 
(1.5.33) 
(1.5.34) 
k=o k!r(l + n + k)' 
where n is the positive integer or zero, and 
J„(x) = (-l)'>Ux) 
Jn(-x) = J^(-x) = (-1)" J„(x) , (1.5.35) 
where n is a negative integer is called Bessel function of order n for all finite x 
and S is called kronecker symbol. 
We note. 
r^^ 
Jn(x) 
v2y 
,F, 
1 
n +—;2n + l;2ix 
2 
\ 
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D. HERMTTE POLYNOMIALS 
The Hermite Polynomial, Hn(x) are defined by means of the generating 
relation. 
.2.-^ H „ ( x ) f 
exp(2xt-1') = X ° ' ' (1.5.36) 
n=o n! 
Hermite polynomial Hn(x) can also be defined by 
We note. 
H „ ( x ) = j : -. — (1.5.37) 
n=o k!(n-2k)! 
(2n)! 
H2„(x) =( - ! )" ,F,(-n;i;x^) 
n! 
And 
2(2n + l)! 
H2„.,(x)=(-l)" ,F,(-n;|;x^). 
n! 
E. LAGUERRE POLYNOMLVLS 
Laguerre polynomials, Ln(x) of order n are defined by means of the 
generating relation 
xt 
exp , " , = Z L „ ( x ) t ° (1.5.38) 
( l - t ) ^ 
Also, Ln(x) in the series form is given as 
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We note, 
L„(x) - ,F, (-n ; 1 ; x). 
ASSOCIATED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
The associated Lagnerre polynomials, L''„ (x) are defined by means of 
the generating relation. 
xt 
0=0 
L^„ (x) can also be defined by 
„ (-iy(n + k)! 
Lo (x) = Z T TT T - ^ ' ' (1-4-41) 
r=o(n-r)!(k + r)!r! 
where n is a non-negative integer. These polynomials are also called 
Generalized Laguerre polynomials. 
We note, 
L^o (x) = ^ ^ i ^ ^ ,F. (-n; k+1; x). (1.4.42) 
n ! r (k + l) 
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1.6 GENERATING RELATIONS 
The name generating relation was introduced by Laplace in 1812. Since 
then, the theory of generating relations has been developed into various 
directions and found wide applications in various branches of science and 
technology. A generating relation may be used to define a set of functions, to 
determine a differential recurrence relation or a pure recurrence relation to 
evaluate certain integral, etc. 
LINEAR GENERATING RELATIONS 
Consider a two variable function F(x, t) which possesses a formal (not 
necessarily convergent for 19^  0) power series expansion in t such that 
F(x , t )=Zfn(x) t" , (1.6.1) 
where each member of the coefficient set {f„ (x)}"^^ is independent oft. Then 
the expansion (1.6.1) of F(x, t) is said to have generated the set {f„ (x)} and 
F(x, t) is called a linear generating relation (or, simply, a generating relation) 
for the set {f„ (x)} . 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating relation 
of the type: 
00 
G(x,t)=Xc„g„(x>°, (L6.2) 
n=0 
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where the sequence {c„ j^^^ may contain the parameters of the set gn(x), but is 
independent of x and t. 
A set of functions may have more than one generating relation. 
CO 
However, if G(x,t)=^h„(x)t'' then G(x, t) is the unique generator for the set 
n=0 
{hn(x)} as the coefficient set. 
We now extend our definition of a generating relation to include 
functions which possesses laurent series expansions. Thus, if the set {fn(x)} is 
defined for n=0, ±1, ±2, ...., the definition (1.6.2) may be extended in terms of 
the laurent series expansion. 
F*(x,t)= |:y.f„(x>", (1.6.3) 
n=:-oo 
where the sequence {y„ }^ _^^  is independent of x and t. 
BILINEAR AND BILATERAL GENERATING RELATIONS 
If a three variable function F(x, y, t) possesses a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
F(x,y,t)= | ;Y j„ (x ) f„ (y ) t " , (1.6.4) 
n=0 
where the sequence {yn} is independent of x, y and t, then F(x, y, t) is called a 
bilinear generating relation for the set {fn(x)}. 
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Now suppose that a three variable finction H(x, y, t) has a formal power 
series expansion in t such that 
H(x,y,t)=|;hA(xk(y>°, (1.6.5) 
n=0 
where the sequence {hn} is independent of x, y and t, and the sets of functions 
{f„ (x)}^ o^ and {g„ (x)}^^ are different. Then H(x, y, t) is called a bilateral 
generating relation for the set {fn(x)} or {&,(x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating relation, used earlier by 
Rainville [70] amd McBride [59], may be extended to include bilateral 
generating relations of the type; 
H(x,y,t)=|:y„f„(„)(x)gp(„)(y)t», (1.6.6) 
n=0 
Where the sequence {yn} is independent of x, y and t, the set of functions 
{f„ (x)}^ o^ and {g„ (x)}^ ^o are different, and a(n) and P(n) are function of n 
which are not necessarily equal. 
MULTIVARIABLE, MULTIPLE-MULTILINEAR AND MULTILATERAL 
GENERATING RELATIONS 
Let G(xi, X2, ...., Xr ; t) is a functional of r +1 variables which has a 
formal expansion in powers oft such that 
G(x,,X2, ....,Xr;t)= 2'=ng,,(x,,x,,....,x,)t°, (1.6.7) 
n=0 
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where the sequences {Cn} is independent of the variables Xi, X2,. . . ., x, and t. 
Then we shall say that G(xi, X2, . . . ., Xr ; t) is a multivariable generating 
relation for the set {g„(x,,X2,....,x,)}"^(, corresponding to the non-zero 
coefficient Cn-
A natural extension of the multivariable generating relation (1.6.7) is a 
multiple generating relation which may be defined formally by 
VJ/(Xi, X2, , Xr ; t i , t2, , tr) 
= |;c(n„n„....,n,)r(„„„^ „^)(x„x„....,xj t^', t,"'....,t:', (1.6.8) 
111JI2. n , = 0 
where the multiple sequences {c(ni, n2, . . . ., n,)} is independent of the 
variables xi, X2,... ., x^  and ti, t2, , tr. 
Further extensions of the generating relations (1.6.7) and (1.6.8) in terms 
of the laurent series expansions are 
00 
G*(xi, X2, , x,;t)= 2]c„g„(x,,X2,....,x,)f (1.6.9) 
n=-a 
and 
\\l* (Xi, X2, , X,; t i , t2, , tr) 
00 
= X^n.'n2,--,n,)r(„, „^  „j(x„x„....,x,) t^', t^'....,!"', (1.6.10) 
respectively. 
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It is not difficult to extend the definitions of bilinear and bilateral 
generating relations to include multivariable generating relations as 
e^(xi, X2, , Xr; yi, yi, , yr; t) 
= Z^nfa(„)(x,,X2,....,x,)fp(„)(y,,y2,....,yJf (1.6.11) 
n=0 
and 
J ^ ( x i , X2, — , Xr; y i , y2, — , y s ; t) 
00 
= Z^nfa(n)(x,,X2,....,x,)fp(„)(y,,y,,....,y,)t'' (1.6.12) 
n=0 
respectively. 
A multivariable generating relation G (xj, X2, , x,; t) given by (1.6.7) 
is said to be a multilinear generating relation if 
g„(xi,X2,... •,x,)= f„_(„)(x,)f„^(„)(xj....,f„(.){xj, (1.6.13) 
where ai(n) , a2(n), . . . ., ar(n) are fimctions of n which are not necessarily 
equal. More generally, if the functions occurring on the right hand side of 
(1.6.13) are all different, the multivariable generating relation (1.6.7) will be 
called a multilateral generating relation. 
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CHAPTER - 2 
GROUP - THEORETIC STUDY OF CERTAIN 
GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING 
MODIFIED LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Goyal [39] has defined the modified Laguerre polynomials of degree v 
as 
kM.vW=r^>F>(-v ; t^ ;y) (2.1.1) 
These polynomials attracted a great deal of interest by several researchers 
including Singh and Bala [76], Sharma [75], Sen and Chongdar [74] and 
Majumdar [55]. These authors used Weisner's [91] group-theoretic method for 
obtaining the generating relations. 
The most convenient form in which modified Laguerre functions can be 
represented is in terms of confluent hypergeometric fimctions. For |i = A. + 1, 
a = p = 1 equation (2.1.1) reduces to generalized Laguerre functions (1.5.42) 
L':;\x)= n^-^^ + l) ,F,(-v;A. + l;x) (2.1.2) 
r(x+i)r(v+i) • '^  ' ' ^ ^ ^ 
In Section 2.2 we obtain generating relations of modified Laguerre 
functions by relating these functions to the representation theory of s/(2, C) 
(1.3.18) as suggested by Miller [61]. To suit our problem we consider the 
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modified Laguerre functions of the form La, p. 2(u +1), m - u -1 (x) (m - u is not an 
integer), and note the following differential recurrence relations for 
l-'a, p, 2(u + 1), m - u - 1 (X) 
d 1. 
L „ p 2 ( u + l ) , m - u - l ( X ) -—[ P ( - U - i n ) L „ p j(^^,) ( „ _ , ) _ „ _ ! ( X ) 
dx X 
+ (m-u-l)L„p2^„^,)„.„_, (x) } 
— L„p2(u.i)m-u-i(x)=—UP(-m-u-l) + ax)L„p,,(„,,),„_„_,(x) 
dx px 
+ (m - u) L^ j p 2(u+n, (in+i)-u-i (X) } (2.1.3) 
La, p, 2(u +1), m - u -1 (x) is a solution of the differential equation 
x £ ^ + |2(u + l ) - ^ | | ^ + |(m-u-l)L„.p.,,„..,„_.(x) = 0 (2.1.4) 
In Section 2.3 certain generating relations of modified Laguerre 
polynomials are obtained by L. Weisner's [91] group - theoretic method with 
the suitable interpretation of the parameter m. 
In Section 2.4 various results of Miller [61] and Singh and Bala [76] are 
given as special cases of the generating relations considered in Section 2.2 and 
2.3. Besides treating the general modified Laguerre functions, we shall also 
consider certain special cases of Laguerre polynomials L^ "^  (x) and La, p, m. n (x). 
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2.2 GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING MODIFIED 
LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS USING REPRESENTATION THEORY 
OF LIE ALGEBRA s/(2, C) 
The irreducible representation D(u, m©) of s/(2, C) defined for u, moeC 
such that 0 < Remo < 1 and u ± mo are not integers [61]. The spectrum of this 
representation is the set S = {mo + n : n an integer}. There is a basis {fn,: meS} 
for the representation space W such that 
J ^ fm = ( m - u ) fm+l, 
J " f m = - ( m + u ) f n , ^ l , 
J fm = mfm, 
( r r + J ^ j ' - j ' ) f „ = u ( u + l ) f ^ , (2.2.1) 
for all m e S. The operators {J ,^ J ., J^ } satisfy the commutation relations. 
[j^ r]=r, [J^  ]-]=-]-, [3\ r]=2j' (2.2.2) 
We consider the operators 
d 
dy 
i'=y-, 
d d 
J^  = Pxy — + Py' — + (p(u +1)-ax)y, 
5x dy 
X d \ d (u + l) 
J = + , (2.2.3) 
Py ax p ay py 
and observe that these operators satisfy the commutation relations (2.2.2). 
To construct a realization of D(u, nio) in terms of the operators 
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(2.2.3) we find non zero functions fn, (x, y) = y" Z^ (x), m e S such that 
equation (2.1.1) are valid for all m e S. 
In terms of the functions Zni(x) relations (2.1.1) become 
| p x | - + |i(m + u + l)-ax|z„(x)=(m-u)Z„,,(x), 
fei^ ^^^^ jz»W=-(- + ")Z»-.(x) (2.2.4) 
The functions f^  (x,y) = y™ Z^ (x), meS (Zn, (x) = La,p,2(u+i), m-u-i (x)) 
form a basis for a realization of the representation D(u, mo) of s/(2, C). This 
realization can be extended to a local multiplier representation T of the local 
Lie group SL(2, C) on the space ^ o f all fimctions analytic in a neighbourhood 
of the point (x°, y°) = (1, 0). According to theorem (1.4.1) the operators (2.2.3) 
generate a Lie algebra, isomorphic to s/(2, C), which is the algebra of 
generalized Lie derivatives of the local multiplier representation T of SL(2, C) 
actmg on 
Now proceed to compute the multiplier representation T induced by the 
operators (2.2.3) on &'. The actions of the 1 - parameter groups exp (b'j*), 
exp (c'j) and exp (T' j^), b', c', T' e C are obtained by integrating the following 
differential equation. 
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Ax(b')=Mb')y(b'),|7y(b')=Py^(b'), 
db ;v(b') = v(b'){(p(u + l)-ax(b'))y(bO}, 
l^^(^')=^iS'i^^(^')=y'l^^(^')-^li?} 
Ax(x') = 0 , A y M = y ( x ' ^ A v M = 0 (2.2.5) 
with initial conditions x(0) = x°, y(0) = y°, v (0) = 1 where v is muhipHer of 
the representation. 
Solving first set of (2.2.5), we obtain 
X , ( b ' ) = / """ oV 
'^  ^ (l-Pb'y°) 
v,(b )=(1-Bb y I exp. =7-
which by using [T (exp (b'j^)f] (x°, y°) 
{^ aw oV-' f - a b j c V l J x" y° 
, Pb'y" <1, 
for jb'l sufficiently small. Similarly we obtain 
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[T(exp(c'j))f](x%yO=y^^, f Px°-y° Py°-c-^ 
3y' 
< 1 , 
[T(exp(T'f))f ](x%y"')=f(x%y''e^') , (2.2.6) 
defined for | c' |, | x' | sufficiently small. 
If g e SL(2, C) and d ?:= 0, it is a straight forward computation to show that 
g = (exp(br)) (exp(cT)) (exp(T'f)), 
- b - 1 
where b' = — , c' = -cd ,e^ = — , 0<Imt'<47i . 
d d 
Hence, the operator T(g) is gjven by 
[T (g)f ](x, y) = [T(exp (by ))T (exp (cT ))T (exp (x^ ))f J(x, y) 
= ( l -pb 'y r - ' exp -ab 'xy 
l -Pb 'y, 
Py ^ 
a+l 
l^py-c' +Pb' c' y 
Pxy (py-c' +Pb'c^ y)e' 
( l -pb'y)(py-c' +Pb'c 'y) ' P(l-Pb' y) 
' \ 
- b - 1 
which after setting b ' = — , c' = -cd ,e^ = — , and using the fact that 
d d 
ad - be = 1 gives us. 
[T(g)f](x,y)=(d + Pbyr-' a 
N-U-I 
+ -Py exp 
/ Pxy (c-haPy)^ 
Ud + Pby)(c + aPy)'p(d + Pby)J ' 
abxy 
(d + Pby) 
) • 
c 
apy < 1 , 
Pby 
d 
<1 (2.2.7) 
for f e ^ a n d g in a small enough neighbourhood of e so that the above 
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expression is uniquely defined. The matrix elements of this multiplier 
representation with respect to the analytic basis {fm} are the fimctions Aik(g) 
defined by the identity 
[T (g)f„„. J(x, y)= X A Jg)f„ , , , (x, y) (2.2.8) 
/=-« 
k = 0,± l ,±2, 
on (fi-om (2.2.7)) 
( RK,A"""'"•"-"'' ( n ^-''-'+•°•^'' 
(l + bcy"-'-""-" 
pby 
1 + 
V ^ J 
1+-
aPy 
^2K..)y«,.Wg^ ^ abxy ^ 
^d + pby; 
-'a,p,(2u + l)+l.m,+k-u-l 
'l.^l(l.bc)fl.P^^ 
aPy, V "^-jy n 
~ 2-1 ^Ik V8JL„ p(2u+l)+l.m.+/-u-l V^iy ° •> 
which further simplifies to 
(l + bcr-'*-' 1 + Pby 
-v-n-l 
1 + - ^ a'^^^^'exp 
. aPyJ 
^ abxy ^ 
vd + Pbyy 
a,p,n+l,v ( c ^ 
1 + — (l + bc) 
f Pby^ 
1 + — 
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uu 
ZAik(g)La.M^i.v-/Wy"', | bc |< l . 
/=-» 
c 
ap <|y |< 
d 
pb 
(2.2.9) 
- 71 < arg (a) , arg (d) < n , ad - be = 1 . 
An explicit expression for the matrix elements Aik(g) is (2.2.10) 
where 2F1 is the hypergeometric function (1.5.1). Now inserting the above 
expression for the matrix elements into (2.2.9), we obtain the generating 
relation. 
(1 + be)" 1 + Pby^  
-v-n-l / 
1 + exp 
abxy 
d + pby 
^ 
a,p,^l+l,v 
,F, 
^ . . ^ ^ 
aPyj (l + bc) 1 
pby = Z /=^» 
c \ r(^+v+i) 
ay J r(^+v-/+i)r(/+i) 
-\i-v + l, v + 1 ; /+l ; be 
ad 'a.p.n+l,v-/v'^) » 
(2.2.11) 
be |< l . 
aP <|y|< Pb , d : 
(l + be) 
This relation is valid for all n, v e C such that v and n + v are not integers. 
When / + 1 < 0 the hypergeometric function 2F1 is defined by the limit. 
j j^ ^F,[a,b ; c ;z] ^a(a+l) ....(a + n)b(b+l)....(b + n) „+i 
< = - > - " r(c) (n + 1)! 
2F, [a + n + 1 , b + n + 1 ;n + 2 ;zj , n = 0,l,2 .... 
In general the right - hand side of (2.2.11) converges whenever the left -
hand side does. 
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23 GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING MODIWED 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS USING WEISNER'S GROUP -
THEORETIC METHOD 
The modified Laguerre polynomials (2.1.1) satisfies the following 
ordinary differential equation [78] : 
xD^ m- H- — b n + - v u = 0 (2.3.1) 
A pi pt 
Replacing — by — , i^ by y— and u by f(x, y) in (2.3.1) we get the dx 5x dy 
partial differential equation 
d'f d'f a af a 
+ y X + — 
ax' dxdy p Sx p 
^ ^ + yH: - -^ '^ -T- + ? V f =0 (2.3.2) 
Thus f(x, y) = La, p ^^  v (x) y^ is a solution (2.3.2) since La, p, n, v (x) is 
solution of (2.3.1). The linear partial differential operators defined as. 
''' - 4 • 
dy 
J P d 
a ox. 
r ' =1A +A_i 
y ax ay y ' 
(2.3.3) 
such that 
j''[La.,.^.v(x)y'']=nL„.3,.(x)y^ 
J''k.M.v(x)y'']=-L„.p.,,,,(x)y-^' 
J ' [L„.P.,.V (x)y''] = (v + ^-l)L„.3.,_,_, W y ' ' (2.3.4) 
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"31 i_f f 
The commutator relations satisfied by J , T , J ~ are 
~ 1 l~ 1 t t t f 1 ' 
f , r =r , r ,r = -y , r ,j- =1 (2.3.5) 
from the above commutator relations we arrive at the following theorem 
THEOREM : The set of operators {1, J^ ' f t ) where 1 stands for identity 
operator, generates a Lie-algebra ^ 
The partial differential operator 
a' a' a a a 
L = x—;- + y X — + — V 
ax' axay p ax p 
can be expressed as follows : 
P T _ T . ' . ' , ,3 L = J^  J" + J' +v -1 
a 
(2.3.6) 
t i t 
which commutes with each } ^ , T , V , that is 
PaL , J' PaL , J^  PaL , J- = 0. (2.3.7) 
The extended forms of the groups generated by operators (2.3.3) are as follow 
e^' f (x,y)=f(x,e^y) 
e" '^ f (x,y)=e-'^ffx + i b y , y ' 
V a 
, c J * 
e" f(x,y) = ',.^1' / 
\ 
xll + - l , y + c (2.3.8) 
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Thus we get 
t t t 
e" e"* e"" f(x,y)= i+— 
V yj kV y) 
x + —by ,e^ y h + -
V a ; I y )) 
(2.3.9) 
from (2.3.2) we see that f (x, y) = L^p ^^ (x) y" is a solution of the system 
L f = 0 
' \ 
And J' -\i f = 0 (2.3.10) 
From (2.3.7) it can be verify that 
sf^L(L„.,,,., (x)y-)l= P^L(S(L^P.,., (x)y^))=0 
\a ; a 
where 
I t I 
S = e^ ^ e'^  e 
Thus the transformation s(L„p^^ (x) y") is annihilated by — L. 
Putting x=o and writing f(x,y)=L„» (x)y'' in (2.3.9) we get 
e^"'e"'(L„.,,..(x)y^)= 
^ c^ 
1 + -
y) 
ejq> -by 
""a.p, t*,v I y) x + —l^ a . \.^y' \ y) (2.3.11) 
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. / ^ • / D S - 3 ( ^ ^ ^ 
i \cc. S' 
But 
..i^'f 
^ ' " • • . ^ r : -
e^'e"'(L„,,,..(x)y^)=y^|; ^ -^'' ( i -^-v-k)p - c 
=0 ^ y p! k = o . k! 
'^a.P. M+k-p.v V^/ (2.3.12) 
equating (2.3.11) and (2.3.12) we get 
-by exp 
< ^ . i " 
\ V } J 
' a,p,n,v I y. x + —by 
1 + -
l yJ 
•^' 
Z — (l-^i-v-k)pX(-by)''L„.,.,.,.,Jx) 
p=oV y ) k=o 
(2.3.13) 
2.4 SPECIAL CASES 
The following special cases of generating relations considered in section 
(2.2), (2.3) are worthy of note . 
I. When a = p = 1, X = z and y = t , equation (2.2.11) reduces to. 
(l + bc)-' 1 + ^ 
-v-n-1 
-a -fe>-'"' (l + bc) l,^"'atJr djj 
/tilatj r(n+v-/+i)r(/+i)' ' -M,-v- / ,v + /;/ + l; be ad Ll^lW, 
Ibc < 1, < t < ,d = 
l + bc 
a 
(2.4.1) 
a result gives by Miller ( [61]; p.l87(5.94)) 
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II. When a = c==l,b = 0 , n = m- l and y = —, we have 
(l-t)^L„.p.,, ^ X ^ 
1-U 
=l;^^^^f^L„,_,(x),|t|<i, (2.4.2) 
/=o 
a result gives by Singh and Bala ( [76]; p.516 (3.1)), using Weisner's group -
theoretic method. Further for a = P = 1 and m = n +1 equation (2.4.2) reduces to 
^ ^ ' l(l-t)J =|;t^i«(x) ,|t|<i (2.4.3) 
which is considered by srivastava and Manocha ([80]; p.331 (31)). 
III. Putting c = 0 and replacing - b y by t in (2.3.13) 
'• L„.p.,..(^x ^ t J - £ ^^ L„,p,^ ...v (X) (2.4.4) 
rV. Putting b = 0 and then replacing — by t in (2.3.13) 
y 
O-t)"-' K,.,,. {x(l-t)}=|; \-(l-ii-v\ L„.p„_,.,(x) (2.4.5) 
V. Taking be ^ 0, without any loss of generality choose. - by = ti and 
- ^ = t 2 in (2.3.13) 
y 
e""""'L.,.,.j(l-t,)(x-i,,|(l-.,r 
( t j ( t j 2 ^ (' - M - V - k), 2 ^ L„3^,,_^. (X) (2.4.6) 
p=o k=o k! 
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CHAPTER - 3 
GENERATING RELATIONS OF SCHULTZ-
PISZACHICH AND MODIFIED BESSEL 
POLYNOMIALS BY LIE - ALGEBRAIC METHOD 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
We consider the polynomials Sn(x) introduced by W. Schultz -
Piszachich [73] in his studies of a certain family of isotropic turbulence of 
fields, and obtain generating relations involving these polynomials by using the 
representation of a Lie group T3 (1.3.27). Further we utilize Weisner's [91] 
group - theoretic method of obtaining generating relations in the study of 
modified Bessel polynomials Y„^ ""^  (x) by giving suitable interpretation to the 
index n. 
In Section 3.2 the Schultz - Piszachich polynomials Sn(x) [73] and their 
properties are discussed. We find a realization of the representation Q((D, nio) of 
Lie algebra 33 (1.3.31) which can be extended to a local multiplier 
representation of Lie group T3 (1.3.27). 
In Section 3.3, certain generating relations involving Schultz-Piszachich 
polynomials S„(x) are obtained and a few special case of interest also discussed. 
Chen and Feng [16] derived some generating relations of generalized 
Bessel polynomials Y„<"> (x) introduced by Krall and Frink [52] by interpreting a 
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(parameter) with the help of Weisner's group - theoretic method [59], [91]. 
Chongdar [23], [22], [24] has derived a large number of generating relations of 
Y„^"^  (x) by interpreting n and a simultaneously, using Weisner's group -
theoretic method. 
In Section 3.4 and 3.5 we consider the modified Bessel polynomials 
Y^ (« °) (x) and derived some generating relations by interpreting the index n with 
the help of Weisner's group - theoretic method. Further we obtain some known 
generating relations as the particular case of these relations. 
3.2 SCHULTZ - PISZACHICH POLYNOMIALS S„(x) AND 
REPRESENTATION Q((D,ino) OF Tj 
The polynomials Sn(x), introduced by Schultz Pis2achich [73] in his 
investigation of a certain family of isotropic turbulence fields, are defined by 
S.(x) = 1 4 i t ikfct (3.2,) 
2 n! k=o k ! 
These polynomials occur in the following representation of the energy 
spectral fimctions ([73]; p.312 (70)). 
En(k,t)^ ° k' exp(-a.k)S„_3 (a„k) , n > 3. (3.2.2) 
2 (n-1) ! 
Srivastava [77] has shown that Sn(x) can be expressed in terms of 
Laguerre polynomials L" (x) (1.5.40), Srivastava - Singhal polynomials 
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G"(x,r,p,s) [81], Bessel polynomials yn(x) [52] and modified Bessel 
polynomials Kn(x) ([94]; p. 168 (32)). These relations are 
S„(x) =n! (-2)-L(„^"-'> (2x) 
= (-l)"n!Gl-'>(x,l,l,-2) 
= x " y „ 
ll — 
= -X 2 exp(x)K„^, (x) . 
Many useful and important properties of the polynomials Sn(x) where 
obtained by Werner and Pietzch ([94]; p. 167 (9)) and Srivastava [77]. Using 
one or the other of the relationships above, we can deduce among several other 
results of interest, many basic properties of the polynomials Sn(x) as immediate 
consequences of the corresponding known properties of the classical Laguerre 
polynomial, the Srivastava - Signal polynomials [81], and the Bessel 
polynomials [52] see also Szego [82] and Grosswald [40]. 
Consider the representation Q(co, mo) of 33 where co, mo are complex 
constants such that co^ O and 0 < Remo < 1, the spectrum S of this representation 
is the set S = {mo + k ; k an integer}. There is a basis {fn, : m e S} for the 
representation space V, such that 
J fn, = mfn, , J* fm = <0fn,+ i , T f^ = Cofm-i 
Co, ofm = J"^  rf„, = o>\ , CO ^ 0 (3.2.3) 
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± T3 for all m € S, where the differential operators J~, J are given by 
r3 d r = 
ay ' 
dy dy 
,^ 1 a 1 
J = :— + xe'' 9x xe'' 
These operators satisfies the commutation relation 
[j\f] = ± j * , [ r , r ] = o , 
(3.2.4) 
(3.2.5) 
To construct a realization of Q(a), mo) in terms of the operator (3.2.4), 
we find nonzero functions fn,(x, y) = y"" Z^ (x) , m e S such that equation 
(3.2.3) are valid for all m e S. 
In terms of the functions Zm (x) = Sn,(x), these relations become 
X — + (x + 2m + l) 
dx 
S„(x) = S„,,(x) 
1 d 
X dx 
11 
- + — 
X 
X 
2m 
d^  
dx^ 
S„(x) = S„_,(x) 
(x + m) d 
X dx 
S„(x) = S„(x). (3.2.6) 
If functions Zni(x) defined for each m e S satisfy (3.2.6) for a> = 1, then 
the vectors fm (x, y) = ZJji) e"^ form a basis for a realization of the 
representation Q (1, nio) of Ss- The differential operators (3.2.4) generate a Lie-
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algebra which is the algebra of generalized Lie derivatives of a multiplier 
representation T of T3. If cl is the space of all the functions analytic in some 
neighbourhood of the point (x°, y*) = (1, 0), the Lie-derivatives (3.2.4) define a 
local multiplier representation T of T3 on cl. 
3.3 GENERATING RELATIONS OF SCHULTZ - PISZACHICH 
POLYNOMIALS S„(x) 
A simple computation using ([61]; p.l8) and (3.2.4) gives 
[T (exp T J^ ) f) (x°, f) = (x°, e^  f). 
[T (exp b r ) f] (x°, t°) = exp x° t 2 -2b + 4 +x°- logt 2 
2b + —1 ' f 
1 
o — 
X ° t 2 2b + 
i v r ,^ 1 
, -2b + -
. - 1 
t" t" 
[T(expcr)f|(x°,t°)=exp 
i \ 
x - - ^ . f Ff-"1 
where t° = e^ ° . 
If g e T3 is given by (1.3.27), we find 
g = exp (bj^ exp (cj") exp (xj^ ) 
and T [(exp b j"^) exp (c j ~ ) (exp x J^) f ] (x, t) 
= T[(expbj")T(expcr) T(expTf ) f ] (x, t) 
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= (l-2bt) 2 exp x - [ -2b + - ] ' (-2c + x't)? 
2b + - r ( - 2 c + x't)^ ,e ' [-2b + - (3.3.1) 
According to Miller ([61]; Art.2.2), our realization of the representation 
Q(l, mo) of 33 on the space generated by the function fn, (x, y), m e S can be 
extended to a local representation T3 , where the group action is given by 
(3.3.1). The matrix elements of this local representation with respect to the 
basic fn, are uniquely determined by Q (1, mo), and we obtain the relations 
[T(g)f„,.J(x,t) = J A ^ (g)f„^,, (x,t) k = 0,±l,±2,...., (3.3.2) 
/ = - 0 0 
t^ (t"' -2b/^'"' exp mx+x- (t"' -2b)^ (x' t-lc^ 
(t '-2b)^ (x't-2c)^ 
S A,^_„^(g)S„,,, t"'^'. 
/=-» 
(3.3.3) 
where the matrix elements Aflc(g) are given by ( [61]; p. 53 (3.12)). 
A„.(g) = exp K+k) TO 
k-/ ! 
. o F i ( l k - / | + l ; b c ) (3.3.4) 
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valid for all the integral values of /, k. Since Sn(x), m e C is analytic in x for 
all the non - zero values of x, the infinite sires (3.3.3) converges absolutely for 
< 1. Thus our main generating relation becomes 2bt 
X 
<1, 
2c 
xt 
(-2bt + l)"""2exp x-(-2bt + l ) l [ - —+ x' 
1 
(-2bt + l)i / 2c 
N 
+ X' 
V t J 
(-°+l ° I) (°+| ° I) 
X c ^ b ^ oF,(|n|+l;bc)s„,„(x)f 
We consider some particular generating relation of (3.3.5). 
I. If c = 0 and b = 1, equation (3.3.5) becomes 
( l - 2 t ) - - I exp X l - ( l -2 t ) i (i-2ti): 
00 x n 
Z S„,„(x)—, m = 0,l,2,...., 
^ n! 
(3.3.5) 
(3.3.6) 
which is a knovm generating relation ([77]; p.256 (35)) and also follows from 
the known results ([81]; p.78 (3.2); p.79 (3.6)) by using the result 
S„(x)=(-1)" n!G„- ' (x , l , l , -2) . 
A special case of (3.3.6), 
J S „ ( x ) ^ = (l-2t)Texp x f l - ( l - 2 t ) l 
n=o n! I, 
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can also be derived by suitably specializing a result due to Carlitz 
([8]; p.826 (8)). 
II. If b = 0 and t = 1 in (3.3.5), we obtain 
exp (x^-2c)^ S„ (x^-2c)5 S —, S„_„ (X) (3.3.7) 
where c = 0, (3.3.5) yeilds a more familiar result ( [59]; p.50 (12)). For 
the simple Bessel polynomials yn(x) 
(l - 2xt) " 2 exp l - ( l - 2 x t ) i x(l-2xt) 2 
00 i C 
= Z yn>+n (X) — 
(3.3.8) 
III. If be ^ 0, we can introduce the coordinates r, v defined by r = (ibc)2 and 
v= — such that b = — ,c = — . In this case, equation (3.3.5) yields the 
I icy 2 2v 
generating relations 
(l-rvt)- exp X - (l - rvt)2 
/" r 12 
X + — 
V vt. 
(l-rvt): 2 X-
vtJ 
- Z ( -v)"J„(r)S_(x) t - . (3.3.9) 
where Jn(r) is a Bessel function of integral order (1.5.33). 
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3.4 MODIFIED BESSEL POLYNOMIALS AND GROUP - THEORETIC 
METHOD 
The generalized Bessel polynomials introduced by Krall and Frink [52] 
is defined as follows : 
Yr(x)=,F„ n,n + a - l ; - ; - (3.4.1) 
The modified form of Y„^ "' (x)is given [41] 
Yr°'(x)=3Fo n, a - 1 ; - ; X (3.4.2) 
which satisfies the following ordinary differential equation 
dx dx 
(3.4.3) 
Replacing —by — ,nbyy— and u by f(x, y) in (3.4.3), we get the 
dx d\ dy 
following partial differential equation : 
a'f 
"" ^ 3 ' ~ ' ^ T ~ ^ ~ + ("^ + W^ ( a - l )y — = 0 
ox oxoy ox ay 
(3.4.4) 
Thus f (x, y) = Yf"'')(x)y''is a solution of (3.4.4), smce Yi°-'^(x)is a solution 
of(3.4.3). 
We consider the first order linear differential operators 
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dy 
J^  =x 'y^— +3y + ( a - l ) x y , 
ox 
j ' = ^ A _ A , (3.4.5) 
y dx dy 
such that 
j3'(Y(«-n)(x)y'')=nYi"-')(x)y° , 
J-' (Y(«-") (X) y") = - n Yir^'^ W y"'' • 
and satisfies the commutation relations 
[ J ' ' , J* ' ] = ±J*' , [ r ' , J - ' ] = P- (3.4.6) 
The above commutator relations show that the set of operators 
[1, J '^, J*'], where 1 stands for identity operator, generates a Lie - algebra. 
The partial differential operator L given by 
L = x' — y - x y — — - +(ax + p ) — - ( a - l )y — 
dx oxdy dy dy 
can be expressed as 
xL = J* J- +|5J' , 
which commutes with J^  , J* i.e. 
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f~ 
xL,J ' = xL,J ' = xL,J' = 0 (3.4.7) 
The extended forais of the groups generated by operators (3.4.5) are as follows 
exp T ' r f(x,y)=f x,e^ y , 
exp (^b'r 'jf (x, y)= ^ -b 'x y}"" exp (pb'y)f f Y Z ^ ' y ] ' 
exp c'J- f(x,y)=f x y 
y - c 
7 , y - c (3.4.8) 
where x' , b ' , c' are real. 
Thus we get 
expfb'J^ lexpfc'J" explx'J^ f(x,y)  x'J'
) \ J 
^-b 'xy | ' "exp^b 'y ) f ( l -b 'xy) (y-c ' ) ' "^ \ (3.4.9) 
3.5 GENERATING RELATIONS OF MODIFIED BESSEL 
POLYNOMIALS YJ" °> (x) 
From above discussion we obtain f (x,y) = Yf°"^(x)y° is a solution of 
the system 
Lf=0 
(r'-n)f=0. (3.5.1) 
Also from (3.4.7), we get 
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SxL(Yi«->(x)y°) = xLS(Yi"-'>(x)y") = 0, 
where 
'N 
S = explb'J* Jexp |c ' r |exp|T'J' 
Therefore the transformation S (YJ"''^(x)y°) is also annuled by xL. Now 
putting x' = 0 and writing f (x, y) = Yf ""^  (x)y° we get from (3.4.9) 
exp(^b'J^')exp(^c'J-'j(Yi"-»>(x)y°) 
= (l-b'xy)f""exp(pb'y) (y-c')° Y ^ ' 
xy 
[l-b'xyj"(y-c') 
. (3.5.2) 
But 
exp(^b'J^'jexp(^c'J-'j(Y^-")(x)y") 
(h'f (-ct 00 00 
n-m+k 
k=o m=o k! m! 
(3.5.3) 
Combining (3.5.2) and (3.5.3), we get 
CO QO 
I S ^ ^ ("-»+')„ P' Y'!—-" (x)y n-m+k 
k = o in=o k! m! 
(l-b'xyy-"exp(pb'y)(y-c')" Y^—)f^--—^ 
y)(y-c')J' (3.5.4) 
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We now consider the following three special cases of (3.5.4) 
Case I 
Putting b' = 0, c' = 1 and writing y = t in (3.5.4), we get 
go / 1 Xro 
Y^UL{n-m+ll Yi-^")(x)t- ' ' = ( t - l ) " Y l - M - ^ | (3.5.5) xt 
t -1 
Case II 
Putting b' = 1, c' = 0 and writing y = t in (3.5.4), we get 
t ^ Y<r;">(x)t^ =(l-xt)-" exp(pt )Yl»- ' f -^ l . (3.5.6) 
Case III 
Putting b' = 1, c' = - to and writing y = t in (3.5.4), we get 
00 GO 
^ ^ H : ( £ („_^^i)^ Y ; r - - M x ) t - » -
kt^  ^ m! k! 
= (l-xty-" exp(pt)(t + co)"Yi«-"^  ^ xt ^ ( i -x t ) ( t+4 (3.5.7) 
If we put P t = ti in (3.5.6), we get 
ZYivr^^(x)^, " ^ xt ^''° 1 ' k = o V p J expltjYi"-) X 1 -
xt, 
-A 
, (3.5.8) 
which was alternately derived by Srivastava, et. al [79]. Now putting n = 0 in 
(3.5.8), we get 
Z^Y<->(x) = 
k! 
/ N l - a 
exp(t,). (3.5.9) 
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which is a well known result of Al Salam [3] see also Grosswald [40]. Now 
replacing a by a + n in (3.5.5), we get 
(-^ )" (n-m + l)„ YtT'(^)t- =(t-l)» Vr f^ '^ ' ' 
m! t - 1 
(3.5.10) 
which is the same result obtained by Chongdar ([23]; (5.13)) on putting ti = 1, 
t2 = t there again replacing a by a + n in (3.5.6), we get 
00 n k 
Z^Y-(x)t^^l-xt)— exp(t)Y. (a) 
K = o ' 1-xt 
(3.5.11) 
Which is same result ([23]; (5.16)) by putting — 
\ 
= t there . 
ay 
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CHAPTER-4 
LIE ALGEBRAS OF DIFFERENCE -
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS AND APPELL 
FUNCTIONS Fi 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Miller [63] has discussed the Lie theory of the Apell function Fi (1.5.16) 
by relating it to s/ (5, C) 24-dimensional complex Lie group which turns out to 
be its dynamical symmetry algebra. In this chapter, we discuss the Lie theory of 
Fi with an approach which would involve the mapping of one model of 
irreducible representation onto another by means of Mellin transformation. Fi 
has the property of being the Mellin transform of the confluent hypergeometric 
fimction jFi and that the function jFi acts as basis vectors in certain models of 
irreducible representations of the complex Lie algebra s/ (2, C) and ^ (0, 1) 
(1.3.24). This results in arriving at new models of irreducible representations of 
s/ (2, C) and ^ ( 0 , 1) in terms of difference-differential operators, with the 
functions Fj playing the role of basis vectors. 
We exponentiate these models into local representation of the 
corresponding Lie groups SL(2, C) and G (0, 1), and then make these 
representations operate on eigen functions of elements in the enveloping 
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algebra of each of s/ (2, C) and ^ (0 , 1). Using Weisner's method [91], several 
results are obtained. 
The usefiilness of this approach, lies in the fact that the entire Lie-
theoretic discussion centers around Fi (1.5.16) which is a two-variable 
hypergeometric function, emanates from that of one variable function iFi 
(1.5.15) we also discuss association of Fi with Lie algebras of difference -
differential operators and obtain some identities. 
In Section 4.2, we introduce the Mellin transformation in two variables, 
and by means of this, obtain the transformation of all those functions which we 
use in this chapter, hi Section 4.3, we discuss the irreducible representations D 
V 2 y 
of s/ (2, C) while in Section 4.4, we consider the irreducible fy ^ ^ ^ 
-,a and 
l 2 J 
representations R (y,a) and t^ of ^ (0, 1). 
4.2 MELLIN TRANSFORMATION OF FUNCTIONS 
<t>(z) = f t-f(t)dt 
f(t) = — r t"(|)(z)dz (4.2.1) 
27ti •^ " 
Let V be the complex space of all functions f (u, v), (u, v) e R ,^ 
expressible as power series about (u, v) = (0, 0). Define 
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h(P,P') = I[f(u,v)] 
= f f e-^"^^>u^^'*'-'f(u,v)dudv,Re3,Re3'>0 (4.2.2) 
Then W = IV is an isomorphic image of V under the transformation 
I : f (u ,v )^h (P ,P ' ) 
Defining the difference operators 
Aph(P, P') - (Ep - p) h (P, P') 
= h(P+l,P')-ph(P,P'), (4.2.3) 
6ph(P,P') = [ l - (p- l )Lp]h(P,P ' ) 
= h ( P , P ' ) - ( P - l ) h ( P - l , P ' ) , (4.2.4) 
we obtain the following relations from (4.2.2): 
I[uf(u,v)] = Eph(P,P'), 
I[vf(u,v)] = Ep.h(P,P'), 
I [u au f(u, V)] = A p h (P, P'), 
I[vavf(u,v)] = Ap.h(P,P'), 
l[auf(u,v)]= 6ph(p,P'). (4.2.5) 
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Besides, 
.F, 1 
Y ; 
UX + vy = r(p)r(3')F,(^;P,P' ;Y;x,y), (4.2.6) 
I[M/, [a;P";y',y;w,ux + vy]] 
= r(p)r(p ' )F8 [a,a,a;P",p,p' ;Y' ,Y,Y;w,x,y], (4.2.7) 
l[e^^-^^V,[a;P";Y',Y;w,ux + vy]] 
= r ( p ) r ( p ' ) ( l - a x r ( l - a y ) -
X Fo a,a,a;p",p,p';y',Y,Y;w,-
1 - ax 1 - ay 
(4.2.8) 
where ^ i is defined as (1.5.23) and Fg is given as 
F8[a,a,a;P,p ' ,P" ;y ' ,y ' ,Y ' ;x ,y ,z ] 
= Z 
in,ii,p = 0 
(aLo.p(p).n(p),(p")pX°'y°z^ 
(YL(Y'jL.pm!n!p! 
l[<t),[a;p";Y';w,ux + vy]] 
= r (p ) r (p ' )F^ [a ;P ,p ' ,P" ;y ;x ,y ,w ] (4.2.9) 
l[e"<'«^^>«|»,[a;p";y;w,ux + vy]] 
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= r(p)r(P')0-axr(l-ay) -p 
xF ( 3 ) a;P,|3',P";Y;- .w 
1 - ax 1 - ay 
(4.2.10) 
where (|)i and f^ "^  are defined as (1.5.20) and (1.5.30), for (n =3) 
4.3 REPRESENTATIONS D 
\ ) 
AND T^ OF s/(2,C) 
Consider an irreducible representation D 
V 2 ; 
of s/(2, C), 
a , y e C , 0<Rea<l , and y^0 , - l , -2 , . . . . , on the representation space V with 
basis {f ^  ;X, = a ± 1, a ± 2,....}, such that the action of s/(2, C) on V is given by 
J^f ,=Xf ,„ , J - f , = ( y a ) f X - l ' JX = X--
K 2) fx, 
( j * j - + j ° j ° - j ° ) f , = ^ 1 ^ - 1 
212 J 
(4.3.1) 
To obtain a model of (4.1.1), we use the differential operators 
j ^ = t ( z a , + t 5 , ) . 
J - - t - ' ( z 5 , - t a , + y - z ) . 
j ^ ' ^ t a . - (4.3.2) 
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with basis functions 
f(z , t )= ,F, 'z t*-, A, = a , a ± l , a + 2, .... (4.3.3) 
These operators have the properties 
[i'x] =±r-. [ J M ] =21° (4.3.4) 
and 
y 2) 
(vr +j°j<'-jMf, =^[^-1 
2I2 . 
(4.3.5) 
Operators (4.3.2), which are type B operators, determine a multiplier 
representation of SL (2, C) on the space S^ of all fimctions in the variables z 
and t, analytic in a neighbourhood of (0, to). 
I fg = 
^ab^ 
.c d. 
the identity element e 
([61]; pi 8] 
, ad - be = 1, lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 
^1 0^ 
v O l , 
e SL (2, C), the multiplier representation is 
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trfeyiz,.)^ 
c bt 
— <l . — 
at d 
 <l , 7t < arga, argd < 7c. (43.6) 
To obtain a model of D 
f y ^ 
— ,a 
». 2 ; 
in terms of difference-differential operators, 
we put z = ux + vy, (u, v) e R .^ As a result, the J-operators (4.3.2) turns into 
J"^  =t(u5„ +\d^. +t5, ), 
J =t ' ' (u5„ + v5^ - t 5 , +Y-ux-vy ) , 
J°=ta , (4.3.7) 
Using the transformation I defined by (4.2.2) we find that 
K" =U'\-' =t(Ap+Ap,+ta,), 
K- = I J - r ' =t-' ((l-x)Ap +(l-y)Ap. -td, +Y-xP-y3 ' ) , 
K ^ ^ u T ' ^ t a . - ^ , (4.3.8) 
the corresponding basis fimctions being 
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h, (p,p',t)-r(p)r(pOF, [>.;P,P';Y;x,y]t\ 
?L = a , a ± l , a ± 2 , ,ReP,Rep'>0. (4.3.9) 
Indeed 
[K°,K*]=±K* , [ K \ K - | = 2 K ° (4.3.10) 
and 
K^h,=Xh,,,, K-h,=(y->.)h,_„ K X = \ — K^ 
(K^K- +K°K<' -K" )h^= ^1 ^ - i V (4.3.11) 
the last equation of (4.3.11) may alternatively be written as 
{(l-x)App+(l + x)App,+(a + y - l - ( l + 3)x)Ap+PAp.+(l + a)p)(|) = 0 
(4.3.12) 
where 
and 
(|)(P,P')=r(p)r(P')F,[a;p,P';Y;x,y] 
App(|.(p,p')=Ap(Ap<J>(p,P')),etc. 
(4.3.13) 
(4.3.14) 
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Thus with the help of transformation I, we have constructed another 
model of irreducible representation D -—,a of s/(2,C) comprised of K-
». 2 J 
operators on the space W = FV. 
The multiplier representation T induced by the operators (4.3.8) on the 
space fj^ = I^'is 
[T'(g)h](3,P',t)=[lT(g)l-'h] (P,p',t) 
= f f e-("^^)uP-'vP-'[T(g)f](ux + vy,t)dudv, 
(sr f(ux + vy,t) = f(z,t)e ^ (4.3.15) 
To obtain identities involving fx(z,t), and eventually hj^(p,P',t), 
X = a, a± l , a ± 2,...., we reach for F (z, t) which is a common eigen function 
of the casimir operator 
J + J - +JOJO _ j O (4.3.16) 
and a mixed first and second-order operator in the enveloping algebra s/(2, 
C). It has been shown in [48] that 
F(z,t)=v|/, [a;P";Y',y;t,2]t" (4.3.17) 
is a common solution of 
{rr+J°J°-]')¥{z,t)=- - - 1 
V y 
Ffet) (4.3.18) 
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and 
J ^ j o - J ^ j " p " + - - a J^ - ( l + 2 a - Y - y ' ) j ' 
^ 2 J 
F(z,t) 
r y ^ 
a — 
>. 2 
^ 
y ' + - - a - l F(z,t) 
2 ; 
(4.3.19) 
It follows that 
H(p,P',t)=l[F(ux + vy,t)] 
= r(|i)r(p')F,|a,a,a;pM3,|5';Y',Y,Y;t,x,yJt" (4.3.20) 
satisfies 
( K ^ K - + K * ' K ' ' - K ' ' ) H (p ,p' , t ) ^ I - l ^ H(p,P',t) (4.3.21) 
z \ i J 
as well as 
( y \ 
K ^ K ^ - K ^ K " - p" + - - a K ^ - ( l + 2a-Y-Y')K' ' 
V J 
H (P,P',t) 
( y\ 
a — 
2J 
y Y ' + - - a - l 
9 
H(p,PM). (4.3.22) 
Note that t^ F (z, t) is analytic at z = 0, t = 0, while t'*' H (p, p', t) is analytic at 
X = 0, y = 0, t = 0. 
Therefore, by Weisner's method as in [80], [49], we have 
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[T(g)F](z,t)= Y.I (g)fa. (-,t) (4.3.23) 
and 
[T(g)H]=|;j.(gL(p,p',t) (4.3.24) 
Find jn(g) we follow the method suggested in ([80]; sec 2). This leads us to the 
following identities as special cases: 
exp 
wz 
^ w + t 
a-y 
M/, a;p";y',Y;w + t, zt 
w + t 
r(a + n)r(p"+n)r(y') f^^^. ^ 
—r(a)r(i+n)r(p")r(Y'+n) iF, 
X 3F2 
a + n,3"+n,l + a - y + n; 
l + n,y'+n; 
^ 
w t". 
y 
< 1, w + t < 1; (4.3.25) 
o-trM/, o„ , - w t z a;P ;y , y ; — , -
= Z — . F , 
11=0 n ! 
1- t 1 - t 
a + n; («)n fa  ry: ^ f-n,^"; ^ 
V r, J 
X ^F, w 
V Y' ' J 
t ° . 
t <1 , wt 
1-t 
< i ; (4.3.26) 
t ; 
o+p+p'-r / 
l + - ( l - x ) l + ^ ( l - y ) 
V t ) \ \ J 
N - P ' 
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xf- a,a,a,p",p,p';Y' ,Y,Y;t + w, xt 
yt 
t + w( l -x ) t + w( l -y) 
. r(a + n)r(p"+n)r(Y') , . 
= y] F,|a + n;P,P ;Y;x,yJ 
»=-r(a)r(i+n)r(p")r(Y'+n) 
X 3F2 
^a + n ,P"+n, l + a - Y + n; ^ 
l + n,Y'+n; w 
t " . 
<1, 
t 
<1, - ( 1 - y ) 
t 
<i , 
t + w + xt 
t + w ( l - x ) 
<1, t + w + xt 
t + w ( l - y ) <i ; 
(4.3.27) 
( i - t r F 3 a,a,a;P",p.p';Y',Y,y;- wt X y 5 5 
1-t 1-t 1- t 
2 F,[a + n;p,P';Y;x,yJ ,F, 
n=0 n ! 
/^_n R". A n,P"; 
Y'; 
w t \ 
wt 
1-t 
+ 
x 
1-t 
<1, 
wt 
1-t 
+ y 
1-t 
<1, t < l ; (4.3.28) 
( l - t ) - "F , 
w - x t - y t 
a,a,a;p",p.p';Y',Y,y; , , 
1-t 1-t 1-t 
r^ F,l-n;p.p';Y;x,yJ,F, 
n=0 n ! 
fa + n,P"; 
t " , 
w 
1-t 
+ 
xt 
1-t 
<1, 
w 
1-t 
+ 
yt 
1-t 
<1, t <1 (4.3.29) 
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In (4.3.23) and (4.3.29), the terms corresponding to n = - 1 , -2 , - 3 , .... are well 
defined in view of the relation 
^ ra + s,P"+s,l + a - y + s; ^ 
lim- -,FJ w 
^--^r(s + l) I l + s,Y'+s; J 
(a-4(p"-4(l + a-Y-k), 
— WSF, 
k!(y'-k). 
fa,P",l + a-y; 
k + l,Y'; 
(4.3.30) 
Further, we look for an irreducible representation t_^ of s/ (2, C), 
y e C - {0,-1,-2,....}, on the representation space W with basis 
|f^  :X = 0,1,2,....} such that the action of s/(2, C) on V is given by 
J^f, ^(Y + X)f,,, , J-f, =-X.f,,, J ° f , = x + -
K 2j 
(j^J + J ° J ° - j ' ' ) f , =^ f^ - i l f ; , . (4.3.31) 
To meet this requirement, we consider 
J" =t d d 
f 
z — + t — + Y - Z 
y, dz. dt 
J - t ' d d^ z 1 — 
5z dt 
J ° = t ^ + I 
dt 2 (4.3.32) 
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and 
f , ( z , t ) = , F , | ' z 
y; 
t \ X= 0,1,2,.. (4.3.33) 
we thus have a model of (4,3.31) in terms of difference-differential operators. 
we follow the same procedure as in previous representation D 
leads us to 
K^ =iyr - t[( l-x)Ap +(l~y)Ap, +td, -xp-yP'], 
K = 0 1 ' =t-4Ap+Ap,-tS, ], 
r 
-—,a . This 
2 ; 
dt 2 
and 
(4.3.34) 
h,(p,P',t)=r(p)r(p')F,[-X;P,p';Y;x,y>\?L = 0, 1,2, .... (4.3.35) 
Indeed 
[K%K*J=±K*, [K\K-J=2K°, 
and 
(4.3.36) 
\ l) 
( K * K - + K ' ' K ' ' -K°)h^ = ^ ( ^ - l l h , 
2V2 ) 
(4.3.37) 
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This multiplier representation T of SL (2, C), resulting from the J-operators, on 
the space Sf^ of all functions in two variables z and t, analytic in a 
neighbourhood of z = 0, t = to, is 
[T(g)f](z,t)=(d + bt)-^exp bzt 
d + bt 
xf zt c + at 
(c + at)(d + bt) d + bt 
(4.3.38) 
b^ 
d 
<1 , : 1, and g lies in a small neighbourhood of e e SL(2, C) such that 
the right hand side of the expression (4.3.38) is imiquely defined. 
The multiplier representation T of SL(2, C) induced by the K-operators 
on the space J ^ = 13" is 
[ r (g)h](p,p ' , t )=[iT(g)r 'h]( | i ,p ' , t ) 
h(|i,j5',t) = l[f(z,t)], z = ux + vy 
To obtain identities, it can be shown that 
F(z,t) = e>,[Y;P";Y' ,y; t , -z] 
is a simultaneous solution of 
(j^J + J ° J ° - J ° ) F = I 
2 ^ .2 ; 
(4.3.39) 
(4.3.40) 
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J 0 j 0 _ j - j 0 + / ' v A 
- - P " J^ + ( 7 - 7 - 1 ) ; ° 
V2 J 
F = 
V 2 . 
It therefore follows that 
H(p ,p ' , t )= r (p ) r (p ' ) ( i - x ) - ^ ( i -y ) -
(4.3.41) 
xF, Y,Y,Y,P",P,P';Y',Y,7;-
X - y 
1-x 1-y 
(4.3.42) 
satisfies 
(K^K- +K°K° - K ° ) H - 1 H 
V2 
(4.3.43) 
as well as 
K"K" -K"K" + Y - P " |K" + ( Y ' - Y - 1 ) K ° H = l Y 
\ 1 ) 
H 
Now from the expression 
T(g)F = Xk . (g ) f „ 
m=0 
and 
T'(g)H = Xk„(8 )h , 
n=0 
we obtain the following identities: 
(4.3.44) 
(4.3.45) 
(4.3.46) 
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exp azt 
c + atj 
^ . M " ' 
V dj M^ i 
Y;P";Y ' ,Y; c + at - zt 
d + bt (d + bt)(c + at) 
,F, z 
{T, ) D=o n! v ^ 
F, 
- a c 
P";-n,Y + n ; Y ' ; — , -
b d 
bt 
d 
<1 , 
c + at 
d + bt 
< i ; (4.3.47) 
^ btV^ 
1 + — 
^ axt ^ 
1 
'^ ayt ^ 
V c + at^ 
xF. y,Y,Y,3",(i,P';Y',Y,Y; c + at - x t 
d + b t ' (d + bt)(c + ( l - x ) a t ) ' 
- y t 
(d + bt)(c + ( l - y ) a t ) 
n=o n ! V d y 
P"; -n ,y + n ; Y ' ; — , -
b d 
bt 
d 
< 1 , 
axt 
<1 , 
ayt 
<1, 
c + at 
+ 
c + at c + at d + bt 
xt 
(d + bt)(c + ( l - x ) a t ) 
<1 , 
c + at 
d + bt 
yt 
(d + bt)(c + ( l - y ) a t ) 
<1 (4.3.48) 
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4.4 REPRESENTATIONS R (y, a) AND to. ^  OF ^ (0,1) 
We consider the representation R (y, a) of ^ ( 0 , 1), a e C and y e 
C - {0, ±1, ± 2, . . . . } , on the representation space V with basis functions 
{f^:X = a ,a ± 1,a ± 2,....}, such that the action of ^(0,1) on V is 
X 
J ' fx=7 :h.i , • '"fx=(Y-a + >i-l)fx-, , 
( y - a + X) 
J°f, =>.f, , E f , = f , , ( j ^ J - - £ ! " ) £ , = - £ , . (4.4.1) 
The corresponding differential operators are 
J ' =ta , . 
J ' =t"' (z5, +td, + y - a - z - l ) , 
E= 1, (4.4.2) 
With basis functions 
f , ( z , t )= ,FJ ' ^ z t \ X = a , a± l , a±2 , . . . . (4.4.3) 
l^y-a + A; ^ 
These operators obey the commutation relations 
[j\j*]=±j^  , 1J\J-]=-E, 
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[E,J^]=[E,J-]=[£,;" ]=o. (4.4.4) 
The multiplier representation T of G (0,1) resulting from the J-operators on the 
space ^ o f all functions in two variables z and t, analytic in a neighbourhood of 
z = 0, t = to, is 
WgWM). 
( , \ 
1 + -
1-1 
^ o _ ^ A ( 
exp 
V ) 
a-cz 
V ) 
(cz + bt]| 1 + -
\ A 
,e'(c + t) 
) 
<1 (4.4.5) 
As in the previous section, the K-operators arising from the J-operators are 
K" = I j n - ' =x-'t6p , 
K- =IJ-r^ = t - ' [(l-x)Ap +(l-y)Ap, +ta, + y - a - l - p x - p * y L 
K° = i j ° r ' =ta , , E = i , 
the basis functions being 
h,(p,p',t)=r(|i)r(p')F,[X;|i,|3';Y-a + > ;^x,y]t' 
> .=a , a± l , a + 2,.... 
indeed 
(4.4.6) 
(4.4.7) 
[K\K*]=±K* , [ K \ K - ] =-E. 
[E,K^]=[E,K-]=[E,K"] =0 (4.4.8) 
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and 
( K ^ K - - E K " )h, (3,3 ' , t)=-h, (p,P',t). (4.4.9) 
The multiplier representation T of G(0,1) induced by K-operators on the space 
[rfe)h](p,P',t)=[lT(g>-^h] (p,P',t) (4.4.10) 
In view of the fact that X^ i\ (z, t) is analytic at z = 0, t = 0, for obtaining 
identities involving f^  (z, t), we look for a more general solution of 
( j"J--EJ°)F(z,t)=-F(z,t) (4.4.11) 
such that t ^  F (z, t) is analytic at z = 0, t = 0 indeed 
F(z,t)=<i,.[a;r;Y;t,z]t" (4.4.12) 
is such a solution of (3.4.11). Therefore 
H(p,p',t)=r(3)r(p')Fi'^ [a;p,p',p";Y;x,y,t]t" , 
Re(p),Re(P') > 0, (4.4.13) 
is a solution of 
( K ^ K - - E K " )H(3,P',t)=-H(p,PM). (4.4.14) 
using the expansions 
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T(g)F=i;^„(8K.„(z,t) 
and 
T ' ( g ) H = | ; ^ ( g ) h „ , „ ( z , t ) , 
we obtain the following identities as special cases: 
exp 
^ - c z ^ 
V t ; 
1 + -
V t 
•I*. a;p" ;y ;c + t , z 
V t ; 
^ («).(Pl ' a + n,P"+n; ^ ^ f a + n; ^ 
1 + n; F, vY + n; ^ 
t° , 
<1 , c + t < 1; 
NT-l / 
1 + 
t ; 
ex 
/ 
1 + 
V t 
cy 1 + 
V t 
xF ( 3 ) 
x(c + t ) y (c + t ) 
ex +1 cy +1 
=z MM 
"^(Y)„r(l + n ) ' 
< 1 , 
F, 
"-l-n- ^ a + n,P"+n; 
1+n; 
(4.4.15) 
(4.4.16) 
(4.4.17) 
ex < 1 cy 
xF, [a + n;p,|i';Y + n;x,y]t' ' , 
(c + t) 
< 1, c + t <1, 
ex + t 
YJc + i) 
cy + t 
< 1 , c + t < 1 
<1 
(4.4.18) 
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The terms corresponding to n = - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , .... are well defined in view of the 
relation (4.3.30) 
Now considering the representation to,y of ^(0,1), y e C - {0, ± 1, ± 2, 
. . . . } , on the representation space V with basis functions {fx: X = 0, 1, 2, . . . . } , 
such that the action of ^(0,1) on V is 
rf,=(y-X-l)f if - -f 
Y + X 
J«f,=Xf, , E f , = f , , ( j^J - -EJ° ) f , =0 
A model satisfying (4.4.19) is 
j ^ =t(-za, +ta, +i-y + z), 
J °= t5 , , 
(4.4.19) 
E = l (4.4.20) 
and 
f.(z,t)=,F, - :^ ; 
y - : ^ ; 
t \ A. = 0,l,2,.... (4.4.21) 
The multiplier representation induced by the J-operators on the space ^ is 
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[T(g)f](z,t)=exp(a + bzt)(l-bt) r-i 
xf (l-bt) z + 
tj l -b t 
, bt <1, (4.4.22) 
The K-operators suggested by the J-operators are 
K^ ^irV =t[(x-l)Ap +(y-l)Ap. +td, +xp + yP'+l-Y] , 
K" ^Ur' =t ' 'x- '5p , 
K " = i j " r > = t a , , 
E = 1, (4.4.23) 
With basis functions 
h , (p ,3 ' , t )=r(p)r(P ' )F, [-X;P.3';Y-X;x,y]t\ 
Re(p),Re(p')>0. (4.4.23) 
indeed 
( K " K - -EK°)hj ,(P,P' , t )=0. (4.4.24) 
The multiplier T' of G (0, 1) induced by the K-operators on ^^l^' is 
[T'(g)h](p,P',t)=[lT(g)l-'h] (p,P',t). (4.4.25) 
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To obtain identities, we seek a solution of 
(j^J -EJ° )F(z , t )=0 (4.4.26) 
which, besides being analytic at z = 0, t = 0, is more general than (4.4.21). 
Indeed 
F(z,t) = <t>,|p";l-Y;Y';t.ztJ 
is one such solution. 
It follows that 
H(|3,p',t)=r(p)r(p')Fi^1r;P,PM-Y;Y';xt,yt,t] 
is a solution of 
( K ^ K - -EK' ' )H(^,[ i ' . t ) = 0. 
By Weisner's expansions 
T(g)F = | ; m „ ( g ) f „ ( z , t ) 
n=rO 
and, therefore. 
T'(g)H = | ; m „ ( g ) h „ ( 3 , P ' , t ) , 
n=0 
we arrive at the following identities: 
exp(zt)(l-t)^ ' (|), — wt P' ' ;1 -Y;Y ' ; ,-zwt 
i - t 
u=o n! I Y ; J =z 
1 
yy-ri; J i + |w| 
(4.4.27) 
(4.4.28) 
(4.4.29) 
(4.4.30) 
(4.4.31) 
; (4.4.32) 
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(i-tro-xtro-yt)-
xF ( 3 ) 
1-xt 1-yt 1-t 
, ( i - r ) . 
n=0 n! 
f_ -n, P"; 
w 
\ Y J J 
F, F,(-n;p,p';Y-n;x,yV 
t < mm (l + | w | ) | x | ' ( l + w Jy 
(4.4.33) 
We have constructed models in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 in terms of 
difference - differential operators involving three variables p, P', t. These 
models can be extended to n+1 variables Pi, P2, ...., Pn , t. for examples the 
model (3.3.8) will be 
K^ '=MZAp.+t5 , 
K-=t-* X(i-x.)Ap,-ta.+Y-Xx.P. 
i=l i=l 
K ' ' = t a . - ^ , 
2 
(4.4.34) 
with basis functions 
h,(p„p„....,p.t)=nr(p,)FH>.;3.v...,P„;Y; x„....,xj t\ 
X. = a , a ± l , a ± 2 . . . (4.4.35) 
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This model, in terms of difference-differential operators, follows from (4.3.2) 
and (4.3.3), with 
i=0 
by means of the transformation 
h(p„p„....,pj= f. . . .f e ^ - % r - . . . v ^ sf(pi, . . . . .Mxdvi, ....,dv„, 
Re(Pi) > 0, .... Re(Pn) >0. (4.4.36) 
Likewise, the models in Sections (4.2) and (4.3) can be extended to those for 
(n+1) variables. 
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CHAPTER-5 
MODELS OF IRREDUCIBLE UNITARY 
REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPACT LIE 
GROUP SU(2) INVOLVING 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCnON 
This chapter aims at constructing new models of irreducible 
representations of the 3-dimensional real compact Lie group SU(2) as well as of 
its Lie algebra su(2). To accomplish this, we appeal to the Peter-Weyl theorem 
that the unitary irreducible representations of a compact group are finite 
dimensional [42], [65]. Also we are guided by the fact that SU(2) is a 3-
dimensional real subgroup of the 3-dimensional complex Lie group SL(2, C) 
(1.3.16). 
Let p be an irreducible representation of s/(2, C) (1.3.18) on the vector 
space V, and let 
r =pQ'\ y =i>io),y =p(j°)- (5.1.1) 
Define the operator C on V by 
C = J " J + J T - r . (5.1.2) 
The Casimir operator C commutes with every operator p(a), aes/(2,C). Define 
the spectrum S of J** to be the set of all eigenvalues of J°. Assume that the 
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irreducible representation p satisfies the condition : Each eigenvalue of J** has 
multiplicity equal to one. There is a countable basis for V consisting of 
eigenvectors of T. This implies that S is countable. We take the spectrum as 
S = {-v + m:m = 0,l,.... , 2v }. 
We use the following theorem [61]. 
Theorem 5.1.1 There exist a (2v+l)-dimensional representation D(2v)of 
s/(2, C) on the representation space V having basis functions {fm}, 
m e S= {0, 1, ...., 2v}, where 2v is a nonnegative integer, such that 
rfm = ( -2v + m)fm ,^-
J fn, = - m ftn _ I , 
J°fm = (-v + m)f^, 
cf™=(rj +rr~nfn.=v(v+i)f„.. (5.1.3) 
In Section 5.2, we consider the fundamental definitions and results firom 
the theory of Lie algebra su(2) alongwith its finite dimensional irreducible 
representations. In Section 5.3, following Miller [61], we give one variable 
model of the irreducible representation D(2v) and prove a theorem by which the 
one variable models are upgraded to two variable models. By another theorem, 
based on the similarity transformation, these two variable models are 
transformed into new models in terms of difference - differential operators with 
representation space involving hypergeometric functions. 
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In Section 5.4, we make use of a one variable model of irreducible 
unitary representations of SU(2), as in Miller [61] for constructing a new two 
variable model of irreducible unitary representations of SU(2) on a (2v+l) -
dimension Hilbert space. We make use of by the representations of s/(2, C) as 
well as of SL(2, C) and obtain identities involving hypergeometric functions. 
5.2 THE LIE GROUP SU(2) 
The representation theory of a real 3 - parameter Lie group SU(2) whose 
Lie algebra su(2) is a real form of s/(2, C). 
SU(2) is the group of all 2 x 2 unitary unimodular matrices, that is, the 
group of all matrices of the form 
A = - - , a + b =1 
-b aj (5.2.1) 
where a, b, e C and a is the complex conjugate of a. 
SU(2) is a real 3 - parameter compact Lie group furthermore, it is a 
subgroup of SL(2, C). The Lie algebra su(2) of SU(2) consists of all 2 x 2 
complex skew - Hermitian matrices of trace zero. This Lie algebra has a basis 
Ji 
o i/2^ 
i/2 o^ ' J2 = 
' o 1/2^  
.-V2 o . ' J3 = 
f- i /2 o^ 
o i/2. 
(5.2.2) 
with commutation relations 
jjl J2]=J3 , | j2 j3 ]= j l ,03jl ]=J2 (52.3) 
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Definition 5.2.1 Let ® be a real n - dimensional matrix Lie algebra. The 
complexification ic of © is the complex n - dimensional Lie algebra consisting 
of all complex linear combinations of elements in the real algebra i . 
Defination 5.2.2 Let ?Cbe a complex n - dimensional matrix Lie algebra. A 
subset IQr is a real form of !?Ci^  'Ki is a real n - dimensional Lie algebra. 
If '^ Cr is a real form of %, thus C^ CrX = "K- Conversely, if ic is the 
complexification of i , then i is a real form of ic. 
If we set 
r = - J 2 + i J i . r = J 2 + U , , ^=133 (5-2.4) 
we find that j"^, j " , j° form a basis for a three - dimensional complex lie algebra 
with commutation relations 
[j°,r]=r, |j%r]=r,|j%r]=2r (5.2.5) 
Comparing these relations with (1.3.19), we see that 
s/(2,C)={su(2)}c 
or su(2) = {s/(2,C)},. (5.2.6) 
It is clear fi-om the above remarks that any representation p of su(2) on a 
complex vector space induces a representation of s/ (2, C). Indeed, 
p(j')= + p02)+ipO.), P ( r ) = ip(J3). (5.2.7) 
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Conversely, any representation of s/(2,C) on V induces a representation of su(2) 
by restriction. One of these representation is irreducible if and only if the other 
is irreducible. 
It follows from this relationship between the two Lie algebras that the 
abstract irreducible representations D(2v) of s/(2,C) induces irreducible 
representations of su(2). 
Definition 5.2.3 let G be a real (global) lie group, and ^ b e a complex Hilbert 
space. A unitary representation of G of X consists of a family of unitary 
operators U(g) on X, defined for every g e G, with the properties: 
1. U ( g , , g J = U ( g J u ( g , ) , V g , , g , e G 
2. If (g„) -> g in the topology of G, then 
U (&.) f-> U (g) f i n X v f G X (5.2.8) 
To extend an induced representation of su(2) to a unitary irreducible 
representation of the compact Lie group SU(2), consider a unitary irreducible 
representation U of SU(2) on a finite - dimensional Hilbert space Xand defme 
the infinitesimal operators J i , J i , J3 by 
J, f = A u(expt j j f |.^ „ , k = l,2,3 (5.2.9) 
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V f G ©, where © is a dense subspace of X Note that (D =X, since J!f is finite -
dimensional 
By definition, on the domain © these operators satisfy the commutation 
relations 
[Jl,J2] = J3, [J2,J3] = J l , [J3,Jl] = J2. (5.2.10) 
Hence the operators J^ , J", J° defined by 
J* = + J 2 + i J , , J°=iJ3 (5.2.11) 
satisfy the relations 
[r,J*|=±J* , [ j ' ' J " J = 2 r (5.2.12) 
and determine a representation D(2v) of s/(2, C) on (D. 
We need the following Lemma ([61]; p. 69) 
Lemma5.2.1 < J^  f, h> = -<f, Jkh>, k= 1, 2, 3, (5.2.13) 
V f; h G X (<-,-> is the inner product on X\ In terms of the operators 
J^ , J", f, condition (5.2.13) can be expressed as 
< r f, h >=< f, r h >, < r f, h >=< f, J- h > . (5.2. i4) 
Let Xbe a Hilbert space with a basis {Pm}, m e S, where 
S = { - v , - v + l , . . . . v } . 
Define the (2v +1) - dimensional representation D (2v) on Xby 
r P „ = [(v-m)(v+m+l)]'''P„,, 
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rP„, = [(v+m)(v-m+lrf''P„,.i 
r P „ = mP„. (5.2.15) 
Thus, by (5.2.14), it follows that 
<Pn.,Pn> = 8„,n (5.2.16) 
meaning that {Pm} is an orthogonal basis of Jf without any restriction on the 
value of the nonnegative integer 2v . 
Conversely, it can be shown that every finite-dimensional representation 
(5.2.15) induces an irreducible unitary representation U of SU(2). 
Thus, it follows that irreducible representation (5.2.15) uniquely 
determines the unitary representation U of SU(2) from which it is derived. 
5.3 ONE VARIABLE AND TWO VARIABLE MODELS OF 
REPRESENTATION D(2v) OF s/(2,C) 
The model of the finite dimensional representation D (2v) of s/(2, C) 
defined for all nonnegative integers 2v is ([61]; p.20 (1.61)). 
( 
r=z 
J ° = - v + z— , dz 
f„,(z) = z" m e S = { 0 , 1, . . . . ,2v}. (5.3.1) 
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The operators and basis function satisfy the relations 
r fm = ( - 2v + m) fn,+i, 
J" fm = - m fm-i , 
rf„. = (-v + m ) L . (5.3.2) 
Let V''^  be the complex space of all polynomials of degree < 2v. The 
action of the group SL(2, C) on V^^  is 
[T(g)f](z) = (bz + d r f f ^ l z e C , f e V<^> and 
Vbz + dj 
g e SL(2, C). (5.3.3) 
Furthermore, 
T(g, g2) f = T(g,) [T(g2) f], Vg,, g2 e SL(2, C). (5.3.4) 
hi this case the operators T(g) are define for all g e SL(2, C), not just in 
a neighbourhood of the identity element. 
The matrix elements D/k (g) of D(2v) with respect to the basis 
fm(z) = z;°°, m = 0, 1, ...., 2v, are defined by 
[T(g)fJ= Z D^(g)f,(z), 0<k<2v (5.3.5) 
/=o 
2v 
l=o 
or (bz + d f " (az + c)" = 2 ^ 0 ^ (g)z'. (5.3.6) 
This gives 
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a 'd '"- 'c ' - ' r (k + l) 
r ( /+i) r ( k - / + i ) 
2^1 
- / , - 2 v + jfe ; — 
ad 
k-1 + 1 
k tlw-l l-k 
r (2v - /+ i ) r ( / - k + i ) .F, 
- k , - 2 v + / ; 
l-k + 1 
be 
ad 
0 < k, / < 2v . 
From (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) follows the generating relations 
r (2v-k + l) 
(i+z)^^-" (CO+7)"= I ; 
/=o r(2v-/+i)r(/-k+i) 
.F, 
V l-k + 1 
(5.3.7) 
r ^ 
- k , - 2 v + / ; 
CO z ' . 
0 < k < 2v (5.3.8) 
In model (5.3.1) we replace the basis vectors fni(z) by the normalised vectors 
K(^)=- — , m = - v , - v + l,....,v (5.3.9) 
[(v + m)!(v-m)!]i 
hi terms of this new basis for V^ \^ the action of the differential operators 
become 
^K =[(v-m)(v + m + l)li P„„, 
J-P„ =[(v-m + l)(v + m)]i P„_, , 
J° P„ = mP. 
m m 
(5.3.10) 
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The following theorem upgrades the one - variable model (5.3.1) to a 
two - variable model of D(2v). 
Theorem 5.3.1 Let z = (1 - yX thus model (5.3.1) takes the form 
r=t [y( l -y)a^+ta.-2v( l -y)J, 
r=t- ' (yay-ta,) , 
J° = -V +ta , , (5.3.11) 
with 
fm(y,t) = ( l -y ) ' " t ' " , m € S = { 0 , l , . . . . ,2v} 
and 
[-(l-y)th" 
P„(y,t) = T ' m e S = { - v , - v + l , . . . . v} . 
[(v + m)! (v-mjiji 
Proof z = ( l - y ) t 
d d 
=>a, = - t — , a, = ( i - y ) — . 
dz dz 
Thus t [y (\-y)d^+td,- 2v ( l -y ) ]=z ' 2vz = J" 
dz 
t [ ya , ^ t a , l = ^ = , 
dz 
v + ta = - v + z— = J° 
dz 
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Corresponding to operators (5.3.11), the multiplier representation is given by 
[T(g)f](y,t)=[d + b t ( l - y ) f f yt c + at 
J c + at)[d + bt(l-y)] ' d + bt (5.3.12) 
If we want the two - variable model with basis functions involving 
hypergeometric functions, we need the following transformation I 
h(p,Y,x)=l[f(ux)]=r J I I uP-'(l-ur^'f(ux)du (5.3.13) 
where Re y > Re P > 0, | x |< l ,G iv ing 
l[uf(ux)] = ^ Ep,h(P,Y,x) 
Y 
l [ a u f ( u x ) ] = (y - l )L ,Vh(P ,Y ,x ) 
_ (Y-1) 
(p-1) 
X LBV ax h(P, y, x) 
I[ua„f(ux)] = P A h ( p , y , x ) 
= xaxh(P,y,x) 
I [u% f(ux)] = P (P+1) Ep,h (P, y, X) 
_ P X Epy ax h (P, y, x), 
where Ep h (P, y, x) = h (P+1, y, x) ; A = Ep_i 
L p h ( P , y , x ) = h ( p - l , y , x ) ; V = l - L p e t c . 
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i[(i-uxr]= ,F, 
'a,P 
(5.3.14) 
If in the model (5.3.11) we replace y by ux and then use (5.3.13) which, 
in turn is based on transformation I, we get a new model of D(2v) as under 
K^ = t 1 — xE 
'Pr a, + t 5 , - 2 v 
r P ^ 
1 — xE 'PY 
K- - t - ' ( x a , - t a . ) 
K° = - V + tSt, (5.3.15) 
h„(p,Y,x,u)= 2^ 1 r - m , p ^ ; X 
Y 
t" , m e S = {0,l,....,2v} 
and 
q„(p,Y,x,t)= (-tr r -v-
[(v + m)! (v -m)! ] i 
1 2 * 1 
-m , P 
; X , 
m e S = {-v,-v + l, ...., v} 
Indeed, 
K^  hm = (- 2v + m) hn^Hi 
K ~ hn, = - m hni-i 
K°h„. = (-v + m)h^ 
( r K - + K°K° - K°) h„ = V (v+1) h^ 
and 
(5.3.16) 
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1 
K'q„ =[(v-m)(v + m + l)l^ q 
K^qn, =[(v-m + l)(v + m)t q 
m+l 
K° q„ = mq, 
Besides, 
[K°,K*] = ± K , [ K \ K - ] =2K° 
(5.3.17) 
(5.3.18) 
The action of the group SL(2, C) on the (2v+l) - dimensional space 
WM = lV^>is 
[T' (g)h](x) = [IT(g) (r^h)](x) , X 6 C, h e W^ >^ and g e SL(2, C). (5.3.19) 
Also, 
T'(g, g2) h = T'(gi) T'(g2) h , V g, , g2 e SL(2, C). 
Guided by (5.3.5) we have the expansion 
[T'(g)hjx) = 2 D^(g)h,(x), 0 < k < 2 v , 
/=o 
which leads to the generating relations 
(l + tf-^ (« + t) ' 'F.fp;-2v + k , - k ; y ; - ^ , - ^ ' 
I, 1 + t co + t j 
2v r (2v-k+i ) 
f i r ( 2 v - / + i ) r ( / - k + i ) 2^1 
(-k , 2v + l 
/ - k - 1 ; ® 2F1 ^^! 
(5.3.20) 
1, P t ' . 
(5.3.21) 
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5.4 MODELS OF IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION OF SU(2) 
We make use of the discussion in Section 5.2 for constructing models of 
irreducible representation of su(2) as well as of unitary irreducible 
representation of SU(2). 
For every nonnegative integer 2v, denote by X ^^^ the Hilbert space 
consisting of all complex linear combinations of the basis vectors 
( \v+m 
Pl^ ^ = T ' m e S = { - v , - v + l , . . . . , v } , (5.4.1) 
[(v + m) ! (v-m)!]^ 
as is (5.3.9), with inner product determined by < Pm , Pn > = Sm^  m, n e S. The 
elements of ^ ^^^ are polynomials of degree < 2v is the complex variable z. 
Guided by (5.3.3), we construct a representation D^ "^  of SU(2) on X "^^  in 
terms of linear operators U^ "^  (A): 
uW(A)f]=(bz + a)^ f^ 
r(az-b)l 
n zv , for all f € X^\ (5.4.2) 
(bz + a) 
For 
A = a a 
b bj 
the operator T(g) given by (5.3.3) is formally identical with (U^ ^^  (A). It can be 
verified that 
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U<^> (A,) l/^) (A2) = U<^> (A, A2), Ai, A2 e SU(2) (5.4.3) 
Confirming that if"^ is a representation of SU(2). 
The infinitesimal operators of this representation corresponding of the 
elements ji,J2 J3 of su(2) are ^ven by 
i d i d 
2 _ _ 
2 dz 2 dz 
J, = ivzH z 
1 d 1 d 
z' — 
2 dz 2 dz 
J2 = vz ^ 
j ^ = i v - i v — (5.4.4) 
dz 
Again, it can be verified that the operator Ji ,J2 ,J3 satisfy the relations (5.2.11), 
that is, 
J*= + J2+iJ, , r = i J 3 , (5.4.5) 
where J ,^ J", J° are given by (5.3.1). 
Since, as show in (5.3.10), operators T, J", P satisfy (5.2.15), it follows that \f^^ 
is a unitary representation of SU(2) on X ^^^, where 2v is a nonnegative integer. 
The action of the group SU(2) on the (2v+l)-dimensional Hilbert space 
X (V) is 
U^ >^ (A)P„ (z) = S u r : (A)P. (z) 
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where 
Ul l (A)= < P„, U(^ ) (A)P„ >, n , m e S , D e SU(2) (5.4.6) 
Thus we have 
( \ v + n / — \ v - n i / —\v+ni (-1)"- ^^'1 ^^'"^, = zuri (A)-
[(v + m)'. (v -m)! ]i "=-" [(v + n)! (v -n)! Jt 
which gives 
(2v)! 
where 
(5.4.7) 
[(bz + a)+co(az-b)^ = ±?^ (co)u[Z (A)P„ (Z) (5.4.8) 
U':L (A)= (v + m)'. (v-n)'. (v + n)!(v-m)! 
v + n _ v - m 1 m - n 
^ a a D 
r ( m - n + l) 
2F, v - n , m - v 
OT-n + 1 
(5.4.9) 
If the expression (5.4.8) is multiplied by s ^ and summed over all 
nonnegative integers 2v , one obtains the generating relations: 
exp s[(bz + i )+co(az-bf = ^ s^ ^ ±P^ ((o)vZ\ (A)P„ (Z) (5.4.10) 
2v = o m,a = -v 
To construct models of irreducible representations of su(2) in two 
variables, we put z = (1-y) t. With this model (5.4.4) takes the form 
J, =iv(l-y)t + -(yt-' d^ ~d, )—[y t(l-y)5^ +t^ d, ] , 
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J , = v ( l - y ) t — ( y t - ' a ^ - a . ) — [ y t ( l - y ) a , + t ^ 5 j , 
2 2 
J, =iv = i ta , , (5.4.11) 
with 
P» ( y , t ) = - t M ! r i _ , „ , e S = {-v,-v + i,....,v}. 
[(v + m)! (v-m)!]2 
To obtain another model of su(2) , we need the following theorem, based on 
transformation I. 
Theorem 5.4.1 let p be a representation of su(2) in terms of operators Ji, J2, J3 
on the Hilbert space {X^\ <-,->) with orthonormal basis {Pn,: m € S}. Then p 
is also a representation of su(2) in terms of operator Ki , K2, K3 on the Hilbert 
space {IC^^, (-, -), X^''^ = IX^''\yn\h orthonormal basis {q„,; m € S}, 
where 
K. = I J , r ' , i = l , 2 , 3 , 
qm = I Pm , m e s, 
with inner products < - , - > and (-, - ) being related to each other by 
(qm , qn) = < Pm , Pn > • 
Indeed, 
[Ki» K2] = K3, [K2, K3] = Ki, [KB, K I ] i= K2. 
In model (5.4.11) we replace y by ux and then use Theorem (5.4.1) along with 
transforms (5.3.14), so as to arrive at another model. 
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k, = i v t 1 — xE PY +-(t-^xa,-a.)— 
2 2 
xt 1 — xE Pr 
r P 
k2= v t 1 — xE Pr +-(t- 'xa,-a.)— 
2 
xt 
P 
1 — xE Pr 
a,+t^a. 
a + t ' a . 
k, = i v - i t a . (5.4.12) 
with 
(x..)= 
( - ' ) " • 
[(v + m)!(v-m)!]^ 
2F, 
P ^ 
- v - m , ;x 
m e S = { - v , - v + l , ....,v} (5.4.13) 
The corresponding unitary representation U'^ ^^  (A) of SU(2) on the Hilbert 
space "/C is 
[U'(^ > (A) h] (X, t) = [ I U<^> (A) (r* h)] (X, t ) . (5.4.14) 
The action of the group SU(2) on the (2v+l) - dimensional Hilbert space %}^^ is 
U'^ ^^  (A)q„ (x,t)= X u r (A)q„ (x,t) (5.4.15) 
n=-v 
where 
U:^r(A)=(q„,U'<^>(A)qJ 
= < P „ , U W ( A ) P . > 
= U<;2(A> (5.4.16) 
The generating functions that eventually follows are 
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[a- cob +(b + coa)t [ 2F, r -2v P (b + coa)xt 
Y a - ©b + (b + ©a) t ^  
(-tr- (2v)! 
= Z rP»(«>)U'»(A)2F, 
n,m = -v 
and 
[(v + n ) ! (v -n ) ! t 
r-v + n,P ^ 
I Y 
r_ _ 1 fo 
exp s p - o b + (sb + (oa)tJ ,F, ; - (sb + coajxt 
(5.4.17) 
= Z s ' ^ S P„(co)U::>(A)q„(x,t). 
2 v=o m, n = - V 
(5.4.18) 
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